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The Illustrated Story
of Evolution

"It is the height
of folly to neglect
one's own sight!"

By MARSHALL J. GAUVIN
Auth01' of "Is The1'e a Life After Death?"
"Is The're a Real God?" etc.

-Gwy A. Henry}
Director GeJlcral
of thc Eyesight
Conser7..'ati7Je
Council.

This book makes science
as absorbingly interesting
as romance, while telling
the most wonderful story
the human mind can learn
-the story of the coming
forth of all existing things.
\Vritten with virile force
and beauty, describing the
great high· lights of N ature's life from nebula to
man, unfolding a panorama of changing forms
through the countless millions of years, it is an
epic of evolution from
chaos to civilization.

Eyesight is the most cherished of the five senses.
A greater appreciation of sight is not necessary but
a greater appreciation of the importance of eye care is.
If you have frequent headaches, if you do not see
as good as you once did, if your eyes tea1 easily, you
should come to us and have our highly-skilled optometrist examine your eyes. He will tell you whether you
need glasses or not.

48 Illustrations. Cloth, $1.00
A t your booksellers, or mailed free on receipt of price

DR. BARNEIT L. BECKER
OPTOMETRIST and OPTICIAN

PETER ECKLER PUBLISHING CO.

3lanhattanBronx215 East Broadway
895 Pro,",pf'ct AYe.
102 Lenox Ave. .
266 East :Fordham Road
Brookl.vn1709 ritkin Ave.

(ESTABLISHED 1842)

PUBUSHERS OF FREETHOUGHT UTERATURE
Box 1218. City Hall Station. New 'York
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"The Story of the
Sacco-Vanzetti Case" ;
.

and of the great in terna tiona I protest growing
out of it, told by persons present throughout
the Dedham trial, has appeared in an

Illustrated 48-Page Pamphlet
Price: 10 cents; for 100 copies, $8.50;
500, $40; 1,000, $75
TOPICS COVERED IN THE PAMPHLET:
1. How the agitation grevv.
2. Careers of Sacco and Vanzetti.
3. The po\vers behind the prosecution.
4. An analysis of the trial.
5. Di~cussion about the judge's attitude.
ORDER FROM

WORKERS'· DEFENSE UNION
Room 405,7E,ast 15th St., New York City,
Or Sacco-Vanzetti Defense Committee, Box 37, Hanover
Station, Boston, Mass.
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SOVIET RUSSIA!
SEMI-~IONTHL

TO BE PUBLISHED
y
Beginning 'Vith Issue Dated February 1

II
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I

THE Journal of Information about Russian affairs. Prints all the news of
Famine Relief Work, Treaties, Official Documents and Decrees of the Soviet Governll1ent. Founded by the Soviet Bll'reau in
America in 1919. Still under the same editorial direction.
On sale at news-stands the 1st and 15th of each month
15c per copy. Subscriptions $2.50 a year,'
$1.25 for six nwn~hs

110 W. 40TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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"A

bit oj bread, little uncle,
a bit 0/ bread"

is the dreary cry that is echoed from village to village in Southern Russia.

Mothers and

Soon,

Fathers of

if You do not

America,

Answer Them,

Can You

They Will

Resist This

Plead No

Appeal?

More!

Here are 6,000,000 children sitting helplessl y waiting for death. \Vhat if it were your child?

CAN

you

BEAR TO THINK OF IT?

Can you eat in peace when you know that millions of Russians are trying to live on marsh
grass, acorns and the bark of trees?
There is no need to tell you of the little waifs lying in the woods and fields, too weak to
crawl out and search for roots, of the women who leave their pitifully swollen babies on the steps
of the town hall, saying, "I cannot live, take my baby." It is the human duty of every person
who is eating three meals a day to save these ba bies .

.The American Committee for Relief of Children in Soviet Russia
distributing through the Russian Red Cross is Inaking bi-weekly shipments to the famine area.

$10.00 will save a life
WILL YOU HELP?
Make all checks and money-orders payable to the Arneri can Committee for Relief of Children in Soviet Russia.
NATIONAL COMMITTEE
American Committee for Relief of Children in Soviet Russia.
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.
Enclosed find $........................ as my contribution towards
the relief of children in Soviet Russia. Please send acknowledgment to

Name
Street ........ ~ .._... _............................. _...........

Dr. D. H. Dubrowsky
Judah L. Magnes
Crystal Eastman
Rev. John Haynes Holmes
Clare Sheridan
Helen Hartley Jenkins
B. C. Vladeck
Mrs. Jack London

Ruth Pickering
Anna Strunsky Walling
Dr. Henry Neuman
Martha Davis
Walter Lippman
Francis Fischer Jenkins
Charles Rand Kennedy
Edith Wynne Mathison

Arthur Leeds, Treas.
J ••••• ................................... _
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Jean Murray Bangs, See.
Leo Broches, C. P. A.
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A Christmas Party
By

Max Eastman

WHILE the international high-priests of capitalism are
deciding how to kill us in the next war-whether to
stand off and blow us into the air with big guns, or get up
in the air and drop bombs on us, whether to drown us with
submerged battleships, or stay on top of the water and
merely submerge us, or whether just to wait until we have
gone to sleep and put us away quietly by the townful with
our night-caps on-while they are deciding these momentous
questions of tactics, it seems fitting that we should meet
also, and try to arrange some general scheme for staying
alive as long as possible at least in principle. And I take it
the convention of the Workers' Party was such a meeting.
The Workers' Party was born on Christmas day, 1921, and
no date could be more appropriate. It is not that Jesus
Christ was born on that day, although the chances are
at least one to 364 that he was. And it is not that
Christmas is the one day set aside by our highly specialized culture for the business of charity and the love of
the neighbor - or at least for the mailing of an engraved
neighborly formula to all the addresses contained in a cardcatalogue. The reason why it was appropriate for the
Workers' Party to be born on Christmas day, 1921, is that
on that date, once in every seven years, the workers get
two days of liberty in succession. They get that much opportunity to think.
The program of the new Party shows that some of them
have been doing a little thinking, a little hard, quiet, practical thinking. There has never been a program of an American party that seemed so little occupied upon the one hand
with political opportunism, and upon the other with romantic
dogmatism, as the program of the Workers' Party.
The convention was scheduled for 10 o'clock Saturday
morning, December 24th,and following the Russian fashion,
it assembled five hours later. It assembled at the Labor
Temple on East 84th Street, in a hall decorated with a very
non-committal selection of colored bunting-red, pink, yellow, green, red-white-and-blue-all converging with a WOllderful suggestion of internationalism upon a Japanese lantern. These decorations were old and faded; the windows
were dirty enough to give about as much light as church
windows; and the voice of J. Louis Engdahl, who called the
eonvention to order, was very ministerial. A feeling that he
ought to be reading the Bible, or distributing prizes to the
boys and girls who had learned the largest num~er of verses
by heart, rather dimmed my revolutionary ardor for the moment. It was revived, however, by James P. Cannon, who
made the "key-note speech"-an eloquent and thoughtful
pledge to the workers of America to give them a fighting

party, a unified party, a party free from personal malice
and the spirit of divisionism, a party that will be "democratically centralized," and "solve its problems in the true
spirit of Marxian science."
"The guarantee that the party will not be reformist," he
said, "will be in the personality of the delegates, not in the
phraseology of the platform"-a challenge to the die-hards
of rhetorical extremism, which could only be improved by
adding that there is no guarantee that a party will not become reformist. Human beings are changeful, and the associations composed of them still more so. We are not staking
out the boundaries of a promised land. We are guiding a
flux in which we ourselves are flowing. We can make clear
definitions of the dynamic elements involved, and clear volitions as to the goal and present course of our action, but we
cannot by any device whatever forestall new combinations
and alignments, new problems of definition and volition in
the future. There is no rest or ultimate finality anywhere.
If the die-hards could realize this fact in general, they might
find it easier to give up their hope of finding rest and finality
---of finding the Absolute-in a rhetorical formula.
Those who feared that the revolution was becoming too
parliamentary in its methods, were reassured in a timely way
by the ejection of Harry Waton, who had asked to be recognized as a delegate from the Marx-Engels Institute, of which
he is, I understand, the faculty and trustees. His credentials were rejected by the committee, and he rose to a point
of information on the floor of the convention. It seems to
have been understood that he had some remarks to make
which the delegates considered perniciously irrelevant, and
that if he started making them he might possibly have to
leave through the window instead of the door. It was by
way of assuring him the more dignified exit that the chairman refused to recognize him, and the delegates' sustained
the chair. It was not exactly an application of the steamroller. It was more like the Mississippi river. The business
of the convention simply flowed over him, and he stood there
yelling, "I demand recognition," "I will be heard," "If
you all go to hell I will be heard," until he was drowned.
There were some cries of "Steam roller!" and "What
are you afraid of?" in the gallery, some boos and catcalls, energetically smothered, and followed by sounds in the
hallway resembling the picture of a nude descending a staircase. But during all this uproar the convention flowed silently along, electing as chairman Caleb Harrison, who proceeded to read the program of procedure, opening with the
statement that "Robert's Rules of Order shall prevail."
"Robert Fitzsimmons," I suggested to one of the delegates,
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but he was a little injured at the implication. He was the
one who explained to me that if Harry Waton had got the
fioor, he would also have got the ceiling and probably a
portion of the furniture.
There were 146 regular delegates at the convention of the
Workers' Party, 94 from the American Labor Alliance, 13
from the Workers' Council, and 39 from miscellaneous labor
bodies. And there were 14 fraternal delegates, having a
voice but no vote. These included George Hardy, representing the pro-unity group within the I. W. W., and Dennis
Batt and H. M. Wicks, representing the Proletarian Party
of Detroit and points west. These two delegates hung like
a small thunder-cloud over the convention, threatening to
join it if it was good, and give it a terrible and Marxian scolding if it was naughty. They did, as a matter of fact, explode
at the final session, and denounce the program and the leaders, and the whole disposition of the assemblage, for not
more explicitly declaring for a dictatorship of the proletariat, and for not describing the same in sufficiently Russian language. They said in effect that without the magic
word, soviet, there ""vas nothing to distinguish the Workers'
Party from a party of yellow socialists.
It was here that the convention showed itself so much
more mature and confident than any previous· assemblage of
its kind in this country. Two years ago such a theoretical thunder-storm would have struck fire and split the
convention in forty places. Large blocks of earnest young
Bolsheviks of the "hyper-thyroid" type would have withdrawn to closet themselves for a forty hours' debate in caucus, while the American working-class waited breathlessly to
learn who were to be its leaders in the revolution. Today
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almost everyone seemed to realize that the American working class will not pay any attention to a debating society,
and that the leaders will be those who oc·cupy themselves
with organization, prop"'aganda, and action in the current
struggle. In consequence Batt's attack was not received
with deadly seriousness by the leaders of the majority. A
little very skilful and friendly humor was introduced into
the argument, and the terrible thunder-storm sort of rolled
away in a gale of laughter.
"The trouble with these comrades from Detroit," said Jim
Cannon with his most genial smile, "is that they violate Rule
7 of the Book of Common Sense: Don't take yourself too
damn seriously." He congratulated them a little upon the
success of their speeches as an Eastern advertising campaign for the Proletarian Party, and in reply to their assertion that they alone had not altered their position in the past
three years, he reminded them that in that virtue they could
not compare with the Socialist Labor Party, which has stood
still for forty years and will probably stand still forever.
"We are starting out," he said, "to build a real movement
of the fighting workers. We invite everybody to join us for
an open struggle against capitalism. Those who don't want
to fight have our benediction as they retire to the library."
A like sentiment was expressed by Bittleman and Lovestone. In short the convention ,vas unanimous in a goodnatured opinion that if Batt and 'Vicks wanted to have a little party of their own, they were welcome to it, and if they
\vanted to come in and help mould the policies of the revolutionary party of the American working-class, they were
welcome to do that also. They will come in, if they are disinterested and possessed of real political sagacity, for the

Adolph Dehn

Viennese Waltz

Adolph Dehn

Viennese Waltz
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issues upon which they criticized the party program are
neither fundamental principles nor points of divergence in
immediate practical action.
It should be explained to those not in touch with the
ramifications of the American movement, that the Workers'
Party combines all of the leftward elements that have split
off from the Socialist Party since 19~9, a group in the L W.
W. which is not committed to the anti-political dogma, and
the principal workers in the American Federation of Labor
who are devoted to the policy of "boring from within." It
comprises practically all the genuinely revolutionary elements in the United States, except the anti-political dogmatists, the romantics of the "Infantile Left," and Eugene Debs.
Whether Debs will have the clearness of mental vision to
place himself where in his heart he belongs, with the genuine revolutionists, is a question of great importance to the
American movement, and still more perhaps to Debs himself. He will no doubt have an opportunity to become the
emotional leader· of a movement towards a "labor party"-a
movement which will occupy the center of the stage in the
years immediately coming. The program adopted by the
Workers' Party states that the attempt of the Socialist
leaders "to unite the so-called progressive labor elements
and the Farmer-Labor Party into some sort of moderate
Socialist organization, has been a total failure." And that
may for the moment be true. But such a union will occur
nevertheless.
Such a "moderate Socialist" organization - whether gO
named or not - will be born, and will flourish, and probably pass through its political victory and disillusionment,
before a Marxian party comes actually to the center
of the arena in America. Debs may lend his voice and
passion to the illusion, and so hasten the process of disillusionment. He will not be without value in that function.
But a greater destiny is open to him. He can add his magnificent personality and prestige to the little group that is
distinguished by its present understanding of the whole
process. It will be, for some time to come if it stands to its
principles, a little group-apparently insignificant in America's political life. But it has a good chance to become the
true and ultimate standard-bearer of revolutionary change.
We can hardly expect Debs to realize immediately, after
the years of confinement, that a complete, new, thorough,
patient, flexible and dispassionate technique of agitation and
organization has been worked out in the last three years, and
that the perfect practicality of it must inevitably prevail.
Through the mere pressure of their daily problems, the revolutionists will be driven to its standard. The exponents of
intellectual dogma, of romantic emotionalism, of political
compromise, will alike fall into a s;econdary and ineffectual
place. The gtoups that comprehend the spirit of experimental science, and know how to use their brains as practical instruments, will constitute the authentic socialist movement of this generation. Debs belongs to that movement.
His eloquence and "humanity-his genius for feeling-are not
the only gifts he brings to it. He has also a simple realistic common-sense, a kind of Americanism-if I may do
that honor to a much dishonored word-at least a disposition
to be where he is, that would be a most wholesome ingredient
in these new beginnings in America. They are not new be,ginnings, but they are beginnings on a basis of new and
wider experience, of the work to which Debs has devoted his
life.

Wanderlust

MEN who have clung to homes, what do you find

So warm, so friendly in a simple hearth,
That you can turn deaf ears unto the wind,
The wild wind calling from the ends of earth?
Heard you no whisper of that luring cry,
Had you no vision of a farther land,
That here you rest, content to live and die,
Housed in a cage your artifice has planned?
How have you stilled the vagabonding heart,
The vagrant feet, how coaxed you them to stay?
Fear you not yet some wayward breeze may start
Out of the night and bid you come away,
And make you rise to follow where it caUs
And beat against the tyranny of walls?

Helen Bower.
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Wanda Gag

Self-Portrait

!

Wanda Gilll

Self-Portrait
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So-Called

THE plutocratic press says there are "!lo-called political

prisoners" in the United States.
It is true. They were dragged from their so-called homes,
their so-called wives and their so-called children, tried before so-called hand-picked juries, bullied by so-called prejudiced judges, misrepresented by a so-called corrupt press,
and denied their so-called rights under the so-called constitution of their so-called country. They are confined in socalled dungeons, shut off from the so-called air, oppressed
by the so-called darkness, hung up by their so-called thumbs,
and beaten with so-called whips on their so-called backs.
They are forced to sew so-called labels bearing so-called lies
on so-called garments. They are driven insane by so-called
mistreatment, denied their so-called legal rights and deported in so-called ships across the so-called ocean. They
have been lynched by so-called mobs, assaulted under cover
of the so-called darkness by so-called cowards, placed in socalled solitary confinement and treated generally with socalled lawlessness. By so-called frame-ups they have been
"Sentenced to so-called death and have been driven to leaping from so-called windows, ten stories above the so-called
pavements, breaking their so-called bones and destroying
their so-called lives. Indeed, there are so-called political
prisoners in the United States.
FREDERIC

RAPER.

To Our Friends
OUR ball was a huge success in every way. A big,
happy, revolutionary crowd filled the hall and had a
wonderful time. The Liberator ball every year seems about
the finest thing of its sort in New York. We are thinking
of giving them oftener, both for the sake of the magazine
and the lonely people who come to them as to an oasis of
friendship and joy.
By the way, there have been scores of friendly inquiries
as to the reason why the Liberator ball happened on the
same night as Art Young's. There was no reason. It was
just hard luck. All the ball posters and tickets had been
printed and distributed, and other expenses incurred, when
Art called us up to break the sad news. There was no
way of postponing our ·ball; we had to have the money
for this February number.
Art Young could not postpone his, and as New York is a big city, we both took a
chance. Any dyspeptic, alcoholic or counter-revolutionary
cynic who thinks there was malice in the matter can call
on Art Young for corroboration of this statement.
We are planning to form Liberator Leagues all over the
country. These leagues will consist of friends of the magazine, who will meet weekly, conduct some sort of free-andeasy forum and dance, and send the proceeds to support the
magazine. It is quite possible to do this in every city, for
we have subscribers in all of them, and any group of Liberator subscribers ought naturally to be fast and warm
friends, with the same religion or lack of it, and the same
sense of humor. Bruce Rogers is to start something in
Seattle. Friends in Milwaukee and Chicago are working
on plans there. And in New York City, Margaret Tucker,
noted for her Irish temperament, and a friend of all humanity, i& to organize these meetings, and boost our circula..
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tion. Floyd Dell, Boardman Robinson, Robert Minor, Max
Eastman, Gropper, Gold, Gellert, Giovannitti and all the
rest, down to Y, are to speak. Watch the New York Call
for the announcement of the first meeting.
Nancy Markhoff, noted for her Jewish temperament and
beauty, is working valiantly as our advertising manager.
We have an auditor who inspects our books. Our new treasurer is under bond now. Everything is being done that we
can do. We are out to make the Liberator as useful to the
movement as we can make it, and as fine a source of light
and warmth to our readers as it can be. We have been
receiving hundreds of splendid letters from our readers
and friends. There is something affecting in these different
testimonials as to what the magazine means in the lives of
many people. More and more we shall try to make this
magazine the expression of the intellectual and artistic life
of the American worker. But you must help us. The
financial problem is our only sore point. Once we get a
good base under our feet, this co-operative magazine, out
of which nobody makes any profits, and which nobody really
owns but you, will grow like an up as-tree and cover the
whole nation. Come along, boosters and friends, the future
is still before us!

Keats 1821-1921
""WRIT in water,-"Aye,Such water as comes tumbling down the peaks
Of Alpine heights, full fed by mountain snows,
Whose voice, now ~ft, now loud and boisterous, speaks
Alike of avalanche and Alpine rosel
Such water as flows, sweetly singing, through
The fragrant meadows, strengthening as it flows,
Until a mighty river, fair and blue
And shining in the summer sun, it goes I
Such water as the ocean,--calm and deep,
Which, with a rage roused calmness only knows,
May break the spell that held it fast asleep,
And change to fury from a soft repose.
His name, so writ, in stream or sea shines clear,
To eyes that see, it doth itself disclose.
Or, to the listening, sympathetic ear,
From purling brook to ocean's grandeur grows!
Anna Nelson Reed.
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An Eclipse in Moscow
By Tom Barker
summer as we were passing along Tverskaya street
L AST
in Moscow we saw a large crowd gathered at the corner
of the boulevard of the same name. We had become accustomed to the newspapers pasted on the wall, and the small
crowds who gather around to read them. But this was a
larger crowd, and a number of unattended stalls and bootblack outfits showed that business had been forgotten in the
attention that was paid to a youth who was reading the contents of a colored poster to his audience. They were all straining their ears, and their eyes were open with wonderment.
The poster had been issued by Lunacharsky's department,
and it explained in simple language, with a couple of diagrams, that an eclipse of the sun was to take place in a
week's time. The youth was rough and shaggy, his reading was low and difficult, but his audience followed him, and
occasionally helped him out.
"Tovarischi," he said finally, "you are
instructed to view the eclipse by gazing
at the sky with a piece of smoked glass,
through which you will be able to see
the moon against the sun."
Everywhere, for the next week, you
encountered these audiences grappling
with the description of the coming
eclipse and the explanatory diagrams.
Even the popes with their tattered
frocks, their lank and tangled hair, did
not disdain to gather in the cro""vds, as
interested as the rest.
On the day of the eclipse, half an hour
before the time mentioned, Moscow
poured out into the streets and remained
there. The churches emptied, and the
perpetual bell j angling suffered a respite. Work and business were forgotten,
and the beggar abandoned his trade to
crane his neck skywards. Moscow might
have been waiting for the Lord of Hosts,
driving headlong earthwards for the
Last Assize. Most of the people were
armed with smoked glass, and with anxious eyes watched the clock in the vicinity. Some of the people were incredulous. Others discussed solemnly how it
was possible that the Bolsheviks and
Communists could have obtained this information from God, when they had deprived the servants of God of their living. It was strange, but they would see.
The clock pointed to the fateful minute. Tens of thousands of eyes gazed
skywards through half a! many pieces
of smoked glass. A sigh escaped from
the lips of a stout peasant woman standing near me. She had seen a tiny impingement on the face of the sun. Little
by little it grew. A black arc took ahape
Hugo Gell61't
and continued to grow. Ah, so the

Bolsheviks were righJt! The crowds grew silent, a dilapitiated tramcar stopped, and its passenger! eraned their heade.
The black arc on the face of ~he sun grew larger, the
light softened and verged into twilight. The air became
cooler, almost chilly. Some of the older people crossed
themselves, stepped quietly indoors and crept praying into
a ~orner. The popes crossed themselves, but they were as
curious as the rest. They did not see, however, that thousands of people were slipping away from their clutch.
The world became almost dark as the eclipse reached its
climax. Then slowly the dawn light began to grow again..
Some of the people began to move, the tramcar slowly
pulled away. The eclipse was almost over. Soon the sun
was a complete circle again. The crowds placed their pieces
of broken glass away for future use, rubbed their stiff necks
and blinked their eyes. They seemed serious, impressed. An
overwhelming fear had given way to a vague appreciation
of Nature and a respect for the methods of the Bolsheviki.
The bells rang out a confused jangle and youthful iconoclasts began selling cigarettes and shouting "Papirosi,
pariposi, ezdyes!" Russia was looking earthwards again.

Up in the Air
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The Vindication of Mr. Thomas
By Charles T. Hallinan

N 0 doubt some inkling has reached the United States of

Mr. J. H. Thomas' great libel suit against the ,Communist over the events of "Black Friday," but how many
Americans, I wonder, know that this is not Mr. Thomas'
first libel action against a working class paper? It is not
his first action, nor his second, nor his fifth! The English
libel laws are very severe, and Mr. Thomas during his comfortable public career has, by appealing to' them, repeatedly silenced those labor papers which, like the Daily
Herald and the Communist, have ventured to criticise him.
Indeed, this seems to be a common practice among the
"yellow" labor leaders of Great Britain. SO' far as I can
learn, they have never sued the wealthy Times or the PO'O'r
but respectable Morning Post. But they have successfully
silenced and even mulcted for damages the working class
journals which have grown restive under their leadership.
Mr. J. Havelock Wilson, for example, has been the hero of
several such enterprises-so much sO' indeed that Mr. Justice Darling once remarked contemptuously that Mr. Wilson
seemed to be "one of those persons whose sole occupatiO'n lay
in bringing libel suits in which he cO'llects farthing damages!"
But Mr. J. H. Thomas is the leader in this sort of thing.
The second point to notice is that most of these libel suits
dO' not actually come to trial. If the directors of an English labor paper receive a sharp letter from Mr. Thomas'
solicitors-and he employs the very best solicitors-the practice is to run up the white flag at once. At the very earliest
possible moment you intimate to Mr. Thomas' solicitors that
you would be glad to have a conference and at that conference Mr. Thomas tells you, through his representatives, just
how injured and aggrieved he is and just how many pounds
it will take of working class money to salve his wounds.
Then you draw a check at once and for weeks thereafter you
jolly well take care 'Yhat you say about the secretary of the
proletarian National Union of Railwaymen!
A great system, viewed any way you please.
So when the Communist declined to satisfy Mr. Thomas'
injured feelings out of court, it departed from the more
prudent precedent set by most English labor papers. It is
quite likely that a promise to be good and the payment of
costs and $500 might have closed the incident, but this course
was scarcely open to a paper which had challenged so completely Mr. Thomas' integrity. No matter how impoverished you are, you can scarcely temporize with one whom
you have called a traitor to the working class. So the Communist accepted the challenge and went into court, and
while it lost its case technically it has advertised Mr.
Thomas' conduct and philosophy from one end of England
to the other and greatly reduced his capacity for evil. This
is really the chief significance of the trial-it marks the end
of a period of temporizing with these false leaders. Those
labor bureaucrats who appeal in the future to the courts fO'r
protection against plain speech will have to' reckon with a
more reckless, not to' say pugnacious, spirit than has, perhaps, been exhibited in the past.
The trial itself has done Mr. Thomas nO' financial gO'O'd.

'His grievance was that the Communist had libeled him
through cartoons and articles which contended that on
"Black Friday" he had "betrayed" the labor movement O'f
Great Britain which he pretended to lead. He named as defendants the CO'mmunist itself; Mr. Francis Meynell, its
editor; Mr. Arthur McManus, its publisher; its circulation
manager; and the National Labor Press, its printers. A
"special jury" before the venerable Justice Darling awarded
Mr. Thomas damages amounting to' £2,000-rO'ughly $8,000,
together with costs, which will bring the total up to $20,000.
At this point the situation becomes piquant, for the Communist has no money and neither has Mr. Meynell nor Mr.
McManus, so that if the damages are collected they will
have to be collected from the printers, the National LabO'r
Press. But the National Labor Press is the publishing company O'f the Independent Labor Party of which Mr. J. Ramsay MacDonald is the head. The National Labor Pre-ss has
long ago cut loose from the Communist and expressed proper
contrition, so that if Mr. Thomas collects his money it will
have to be from those who are his own friends in the labor
movement. An embarrassing state of things truly! Not a
shilling has been paid to him by any of his victims to date.
I believe our forefathers, with their taste for the classics,
would call Mr. Thomas' a Pyrrhic victory. . ..
But the trial has not only done his purse no good, it has
damaged his reputation even among the bourgeoisie, for
when the trial opened early in December, with the press in
full attendance, all the charges of "base treachery" confined
hitherto to the 50,000 readers of the Communist were megaphoned frO'm one end O'f the cO'untry to the other. Mr. Douglass Hogg, K. C., described to the jury-and the reporters,
in turn, described to a gaping England-the issue of the
Communist of April 9, 1921, with its repeated warnings to
the members of the Triple Alliance to "Watch Those Leaders!" Then there was a famous paragraph which said:
They will make fierce speeches, those leaders, but
watch what Thomas does, not what he says!
Watch his hands; don't watch his mouth.
This, too, went all over England. It was printed in every
Provincial paper in England and was read by railwaymen
away O'ff in remote railways towns whO' never saw the Communist. Then Mr. Hogg proceeded to describe a cartoon in
the issue of April 16, 1921, which represented a miner lying
dead. Standing above him was Mr. Thomas with a wreath
in his hand, and below the cartoon was the caption:
I claim the right to lay the first wreath. I killed
him.
And the press flung this broadcast intO' mining districts!
Then Mr. Hogg proceeded to describe a third libel. It
was a cartoon in that same issue, "one of the most wicked
and deliberate libels it was possible to cO'nceive." It represented six men playing cards, three men representing Labor O'n one side of a table and three men representing the
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Government and Capitalism on the other side. Across the
end of the table you could see a figure plainly representing
Mr. J. H. Thomas slipping a card-the "joker," the best card
in the pack-to a figure plainly representing Mr. Lloyd
George. And the attentive press strewed this broadcast
through a land deeply interested in sports and gambling
and easily moved by suggestions of unfair sportsmanship.
Then Mr. Hogg developed other points, such as the charge
made by the Communist that Mr. Thomas had, just before
the strike of the Triple Alliance, gone more or less secretly to
Mr. Lloyd George to tell him the true situation within the
ranks of the Triple Alliance. The truth came out somewhat
lamely. Mr. Thomas, it seems, did not actually go to Mr.
Lloyd George. No, it wasn't that way at all. What way
was it, then? Well, he was at the House of Commons
and the Prime Minister, it seems, called him out behind the
Speaker's dais and asked him what the situation was within
the Triple Alliance. The difference, obviously, between tweedledum and tweedledee! English newspaper reporting is far
more accurate than that in the United States, and this little
gem in casuistry was not lost in the report of the trial.
On the whole, then, Mr. Thomas and his friends can
scarcely have relished the fulness with which the Communist charges were repeated by those very newspapers which
applauded him for attacking the Communist.
An Irish barrister named Sergeant Sullivan represented
the defendants and his examination of Mr. Thomas was
about as relentless a performance as can be imagined. Sullivan's chief claim to professional fame in England is that
he represented Sir Roger Casement at that famous trial.
He was the professional barrister-no Communist, but a lawyer intent on proving a point. What little feeling slipped
into his handling of the case was a merest touch of that
disdain which a quick-witted Irishman feels toward a hypocritical and muddle-headed Briton. He despised the English railway leader, but he gave no sign of being especially
stirred by the philosophy of the class war. His questions
came out fast; they had that kind of deadly precision which
worries the victim. His examination of Mr. Thomas brought
out all that the Communist' wanted to bring out--namely
that Mr. Thomas was pretending to lead a great strike of
the Triple Alliance when all the time he was fully determined to divert it or block it if he could. Mr. Thomas
proved it all up to the hilt.
And it was duly reported!
I have been told that when Mr. Thomas was in the United
States he went to Washington, and there he explained plausibly to Senator La Follette and others just why he adopted
on "Black Friday" the course he did. His argument in
Washington-so I am informed-was that the British labor
movement was not prepared to tak~ over the government at
that time. He was asked why not, and he replied-this was
in Washington, mind you-that a great crash was coming
in England,and it was their definite plan to let the Lloyd
George government go to smash in that crash. Then, he
said in Washington, labor will step in and take charge! But
if they had provoked the strike of the Triple Alliance, they
would have had to take over the government at that time
and would themselves have been the victim of the crash.
From things I have seen I believe that while he was in the
States he really impressed that view upon a great many
people who are not familiar with the English situation.
It should be clearly understood, in the first place, that Mr.
Thomas belongs, not to the British Labor party, but to Mr.
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Lloyd George's Coalition party. T::.lt Coalition is made up
of Tories, of Liberals recreant to eycry principle of Liberalism,and of several so-called Labor members of whom Mr.
Thomas is one. He is the tame bear in the Lloyd George
menagerie. His electioneering expenses are looked after by
the Coalition magnates. And when he talks in Washington
about standing around and waiting for the Lloyd George government to go to smash, he is merely having a little fun
with that simple American faith of ours in English labor
leaders.
In Washington, when he is in contact with minds like that
of Senator La Follette, Mr. Thomas is all for fighting, but
before Justice Darling he piped another tune altogether.
Here is a bit of the dialogue between Sergeant Sullivan and
the witness:
Q. Are you by conviction a leader of the constitutional view of labor agitation ?-Yes.
Q. Do you believe that it is absolutely wrong to
have labor agitation diverted into any channel that
will lead to revolutionary action ?-Generally, yes.
Q. Would you consider it wrong to take up a
position of leadership ina movement that was revo-
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lutionary and subversive to the Constitution 1-1
think I would.
Q. If you found yourllelf in a po!!ition to defeat
a movement you considered revolutionary would you
not defeat it 1-1 would take steps to defeat it.
So you see, after this trial it is only in America that anyone looks to Mr. J. H. Thomas to lead the great industrial
revolution. He has said as plainly as he can that he is opposed to it and that he will do all in his power to defeat it.
But a government of labor skates and bureaucrats is, of
course , another matter. He stands ready to dispute with
his friend, Mr. 'Enderson, as he calls him, and wlth Mr.
Clynes the question who shall be the first labor premier of
Great Britain. But-as I reported in The Liberator after
the collapse of Black Friday-there is no sentiment in the
English labor movement for Mr. Thomas as Prime Minister.
Even the Labor Leader, organ of the right wing, even the
Snowdens, are agreed that he has killed himself. No $20,000
damages and costs against the Communist can restore him
to the place he held before Black Friday. He still has a job,
and a nice home in the country, and he will never land in the
breadline-that English school of endurance-but his day
in the labor movement is over.
But the most satisfactory thing about the whole trial was
the London Times' solemn editorial applauding Mr. Thomas
for having so effectually removed himself, in the public mind,
from the Bolshevik movement.

.

He (Thomas) has no sympathy with the cause of
the Communists, which has now passed far beyond
the tolerant, philosophical and idealistic doctrines
of Karl Marx.
Is it not marvellous the way the press learns about these
things 1 God bless them, they just can't help learning about
things as time goes on.
of our readers is anxious to learn the name of the
O NEauthor
of a letter on birth control, that appeared in the
Masses for May, 1915, signed with the initials C. S. B., and
headed by a facetious editor "From A Disembodied Spirit."

The Hero
I

REMEMBER a curious patient who came to the hospital
in France. He had a small, undeveloped head left naked
by close cropping, and his screwed-up features were as
fixed as a face carved out of a peach-stone. One felt that he
was densely immured in some impregnable stronghold of stupidity or dazed by some great transplantation. He seemed
the last of human creatures, something far less responsive
than a dog. When he spoke it was in some barbarous and
scarcely intelligible dialect; one was always surprised to find
that he could answer questions at all.
But he had a nervous system, it appeared; in fact, it was
for that he was there. In spite of his strange distraction,
he would start and tremble like a rabbit if anyone spoke suddenly to him or came upon him from behind, as he wandered
about the halls with insatiable restlessness. One night
the orderly thought he heard him coughing and brought
him some medicine in a glass. He stood by the side
of the man's bed and put his hand on his shoulder to rouse
him. But the patient woke up with a shriek that was like
a green gash in the dark and dashed the glass across the
room with a wild, panic-stricken gesture. "Vat's de matter?
Vat's de matter?" he gibbered and crouched, racked with
trembling, in the bed.
It appeared, when the doctors cross-examined him, that he
had bayonetted a young German and it was impossible for
him to forget it.
Now it is evident that this man was a weakling, some ignorant and cowardly foreigner, by no means a real representative of the American army. He had not the stout stuff
and clear purpose which exalted our troops for their task.
Take the greatest of all our heroes, a representative of
our best stock, a man of education and conscience and typical
American fighter. Take the man who r,emained for five days
cut off in the Argonne forest. For five days he held this
position against overwhelming odds; the Germans were
stronger than he; he had no way of getting supplies; of his
command of four hundred and sixty-three, half were either
wounded or killed. No horror and no privation could induce
him to surrender his post.
No other American during the war
WOli the romantic glory of this man. He
became the symbol of our gallant endurance, of our Yankee defiance of danger; the newspapers clasped him to
their bosoms; the Government decorated
ii,:'-;':;him
magnificently.
"~t,,.4JII:1,
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Yet a little while ago Colonel Whittlesey threw himself into the sea.
Now will you be convinced, romantic
Americans, who still believe in military
glory, who cried out against Three Soldiers, though it was really less harsh
than the truth, that there can be no real
triumph of greatness in war for the
civilized human spirit, when the deeds
of heroism are too hideous for the heroei
themselves to endure?
EDMUND WILSON,

Jr.

A Suggestion for the New Peace Dollar

Fehru-airy Nothings
BRIAND was not fired; but he snatched himself from the
burning.
THE charge that France and Japan cOD'lpired to control
Siberia has been denied, exploded, discredited and laid
to rest. It will no longer be mentioned by intelligent peo-.
pIe. Only believed.

A CCORDING
to the British delegation, the only value of
the submarine lies in its illegal use. Whereupon the
Conference promptly obliged by making it more illegal than
ever.
HE Senate's confirmation of the Newberry seat purchas.e
puts trade upon a sound basis. No more oaveat empto'l';
the buyer is entitled to a run for his money.

T

T

HEY are making a new sign for the lobby of the Senate
wing: "Tickets bought of speculators will be accepted
at the door."

is all right to dissemble your love for the leaders of the
I Tagricultural
bloc in Congress, but it isn't nice to call them
~

bloc heads.
It It

I AM convinced," said Edmund Burke, "that we have a

degree of delight, and that no small one, in the real
misfortunes and pains of others." Personally we have not
in many years enjoyed anything so much as the suffering of
the New York Times over the release of Debs.

o

NE of Daugherty's most leriou! charges against Debs
was that the Socialist leader expressed his sympathy
for Rose Pastor Stokes. So did the superior judge-and he
was never sent to jail at all.

HE past festive season was referred to by Don Marquis
as "the wodalcoholidays." It was sad to see the mistletopers running through their bootlegacies.

T

THERE is an alarming report that the discredited Ku
Klux Klan is threatening to steal the title, "National
Civic Federation." It is hard enough already to distinguish
between the two organizations without this added complication.

M R.estsHOOVER
complains that American shipping interraised the rate thirty per cent. on the grain cargoes to Russia, thus reducing the amount that can be spent
in relief. Motto of the thrifty ship-owners: "A Russian
starved is a dollar earned."
THIS, as Secretary Davis so beautifully puts it, is a land
of opportunity. He came here in the steerage a penniless boy of eight, and look at him now; America's doorkeeper with power to bar anybody out with whom he disagrees.
THE papers are rejoicing day after day in the return of
the five-cent loaf of bread. It is the year's best cereal
story-"When Knighthood Was in Flour."

o

N the other hand, the best movie will be the Prince's
series of warm receptions in India. If the Liberator
only had the moving picture riots-

N OR was the Burns-Lindenfeld farce comedy wholly without merit. To our notion the high point of the entertainment was the premature explosion of the bomb intended
for J. P. Morgan-who was still in Europe.

MISSING a capitalist by three thousand mile. i. a naw
low record in karlmarksmanship.

HowAlUI
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The PassW"ord to Thought--to Culture
By Michael Gold

T

HE factory of Shinster and Neuheim, Makers of the
Hytone Brand Ladies' Cloaks and Suits, rushed along
busily in its usual channels that sweet May afternoon; the
machines racing and roaring; the workers gripped by their
tasks; the whole dark loft filled with a furious mechanical
life, hot 'and throbbing as the pulse of an aeroplane.
Outside the sunlight lay in bright patterns on the dusty
streets and buildings, illuminating for two or three hours
more the city crowds moving to and fro on their ever-mysterious errands. But the. factory was filling with darkness, and the hundred silent figures at the sewing mllchines
bent even lower to their work, as if there were some mighty
matter for study before them, needing a sterner and tenser
notice as the day deepened into twilight.
The pressers, at their boards at one end of the long loft,
thumped with their irons, and surrounded themselves with
hissing steam like a fog. The motors roared and screamed,
and one of the basters, a little Italian girl, sang in a high
voice a sad, beautiful love song of her native province in
Italy. It ran through the confusion of the loft like a trickle
of silver, but now and again its fragile beauty was drowned
by the larger, prosaic voice of Mr. Neuheim, the junior partner, as he bustled about and shouted commands to one or
another of his workers.
"Chaim, come here and take this bundle to Abe's machine!" he would shout in Yiddish, and a very old, whitebearded Jew came patiently and slowly, and took the huge
bundle of cloaks on his brittle,shoulders, and delivered them
to the operator.
"Hurry up on this Flachsman job, boysl" Mr. Neuheim
would say, rubbing his hands, as he stood behind one of the
operators, and a few of them in the vicinity would frown
slightly and murmur some inaudible answer from between
closed lips.
,Mr. N euheim, a short, flabby man with a bald head and
reddish moustache that was turning white, was the practical
tailor of the firm and stayed in the factory and looked after
production. His partner had been a salesman when they
joined their poverty and ambition not many years ago, and
therefore looked after the selling .and business end now.
Mr. Neuheim liked this arrangement, for he had sat at the
bench for years, and still liked the smell of steam and the
feel of cloth, the putting together of "garments." Best of
all, he liked to run things, to manage, to bustle, and to have
other tailors under him, dependent on his word.
He trudged about the factory all day like a minor Napoleon, and wherever he went there was a tightening of
nerves, an increased activity of fingers, and a sullenness as
if his every word were an insult. He was a good manager,
and kept things moving. His very presence was like a lash
lightly flicked at the backs of the workers. They did not
like him, but they responded when they felt him near.
Mr. Neuheim trotted about more strenuously than usual
on this afternoon. There was a big order, to be delivered
the next morning, and he was making sure that it would be
on time. He sped from his basters to his pressers, from his

pressers to his operators, a black, unlighted cigar in his
mouth, a flush of worry on his gross, round face.
"Where are those fifty suits in the 36 size of the Flachsman lot?" he suddenly demanded of the white-bearded factory porter.
"I brought them to David an hour ago, Mr. Neuheim,"
Chaim said, looking at him with meek eyes.
"Good. Then they'll be sure to get off to-night," said
the Boss,scowling like a busy general. "Good."
He thought a moment, and then hurried on his short legs
through the piles of unfinished clothing till he came to the
door that led from the factory to the shipping room. There
was a glass panel in the upper part of the door, and Mr.
Neuheim stopped and looked through it before entering.
What he saw made him take the cigar out of his mouth,
swear, and then open the door with a violent kick that almost tore it from its hinges.
"My Godl" he cried fervently, "what is this, anyways?"
His shipping clerk, David Brandt, a Jewish youth of
about twenty-three, was seated on the table near the open
window, staring dreamily at the gray masses of building
opposite, that now were flashing with a thousand fires in the
sun. He was hugging his knees, and beside him on the table
lay an open ,green-covered book that he had evidently put
aside for a moment.
David Brandt was a well-built youth, with good shoulders
and chest, a body that would have been handsome had he not
carried it like a sloven; tense brown eyes, and a lean face
with hungry, high Slavic features. He was shabbily dressed,
almost downright dirty in his carelessness of shirt and
clothes, and he stood up hastily as the Boss spoke and ran
his fingers nervously through a shock of wild black hair.
Mr. Neuheim strode over to him, picked up the book, and
read the title.
"Ruskin's Sea-same and Liliesl" he pronounced contemptuously. "My God, boy, is this what we're payin' you good
money for? What are you here for anyway, to work or to
stuff yourself with fairy tales? Tell mel" he demanded.
"To work," David answered reluctantly, his eyes fixed on
the floor.
"Then work, in God's name, work! This ain't a public library, ye know, or a city college for young shipping clerks
to come to for a free education! What sort of a book is this,
anyway?" he asked staring again at the title. "What's a
sea-same, anyway?"
"It's a sort of password," David stammered, a, crimson
wave of blood creeping over his dark face.
"A password to what?" the Boss demanded, looking at
him sternly, with the air of a judge determined upon the
whole truth and nothing but the truth. "Is it something
like the Free Masons?"
David floundered guiltily. "It's used only in a sort of symbolical sense here," he explained. "Seasame was used as a
password by Ali Baba in the story, when he wanted to get
into the robbers' cave, but here it means the password to
thought-to culture."
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UTo thought-to culture!" Mr. Neuheim mimicked grandiosely, putting an imaginary monocle to his eye, and walking a few mincing steps up and down the room. "And I suppose, Mr. Brandt, while you was learning the password to
Thought and to Culture-ahem!"-he put an incredible sneer
into these two unfortunate words-"you forgot all about
such little things like that Flachsman lot! Look at it, it's
still laying around, and Chaim brought it in an hour ago!
My God, boy, this can't go on, ye know! I been watching
you for the past two months,and I'll tell you frankly, you
ain't got your mind on business! I didn't know what it was
before, but I see how it's this Though't"-he sneered again"and this Culture. Cut it out, see '1 If ye want to read, do
it outside the factory, and read something that'll bring you
in dividends-good American reading."
"Yes."
"What do ye want with thought and culture, anyway'1"
the Boss cried, waving his cigar like an orator. "Me and
Mr. Shinster was worse off than you once; we started fr~m
the bottom; and look where we got to without sea-sames 0'1'
lilies! You're wasting your good time, boy."
David looked at the plump little Jew, with his glittering
bald head, his flabby face, and his perfectly rounded stomach that was like some fleshly monument to years of champagne suppers, auto rides, chorus girl debauches, and all the
other splendid rewards of success in the New York garment
trade.
"Do you ever read Shakespeare '1" Mr. Neuheim said more
tolerantly, as he lit his cigar.
"Yes."
"Well, ye know in his Choolyus Caesar, this man Caesar
says: Let me have men about me that are fat, and that don't
think; that is, don't think outside of business, ye understand.
Well, that's my advice to yOU, my boy, especially if ye want
to hold your job and got any ambition. The last feller that
held your job was made a salesman on the road af~er five
years, and the same chances are open to you. Now let's see
whether you're smart or not. I like you personally, but you
gotta change your ways. Now let's see you use common
sense ·after this-not Thought and Culture."
He laughed a broad, gurgling, self-satisfied laugh, and
passed into the factory again, where the machines were
warring, and the little Italian girl singing, and the pressers
were sending up their strange, white fog of. steam.
David spat viciously at the door that closed behind him.

2.
He worked fiercely all that afternoon, in a state of trembling indignation; his hands shook, and his forehead perspired with the heat of the internal fires that consumed him.
He was debating over and over again the problem of thought
and culture with Mr. Neuheim, and his eyes would flash as
he made some striking and noble point, and withered the fat
little Boss with his scorn.
Six o'clock came at last; the factory motors were shut
off, and died away with a last lingering scream. The operators and pressers and basters became men and women again.
They rose stiffly from their seats,and· talked and laughed,
and dressed themselves and hurried away from the factory
as from a prison.
The rage that sustained David died with the iron-throated
wailing of the whistles that floated over the city, unyoking
so many thousands of weary shoulders.

A curious haze came upon him then. He walked home
weakly, as if in a debilitating dream. He hardly felt the
scarlet sky above the roofs, the twilight beginning to fall
upon the city like a purple doom, the air rich with spring.
Mighty streams were flowing through the factory district,
human working masses silent and preoccupied after the day's
duties, and David .slipped into these broad currents without
thought, and followed them automatically.
He lived in a tenement on Forsythe Street, on the East
Side, and the tides all flowed in that direction; down Broadway, through Grand Street and Prince Street and other
streets running east and west and across the dark, bellowing
Bowery. Then they spread again and filtered and poured out
into the myriad criss-crossing ·streets where stand the tenements row after row, like numberless barracks built for the
conscripts of labor.
It was Friday night, the eve of the East Side's Sabbath,
and Mrs. Brandt, David's little dark, round-backed mother,
was blt!ssing the candles when he entered. She had a white
kerchief over her hair, and her brown eyes, deep and eager in
her wrinkled face as David's own, shone with a pious joy as
she read the pre-Sabbath ritual from an old "Sidar" that
had come with her from Russia. She looked at David's
clouded face anxiously for a moment, but did not interrupt
her prayers to greet him when he came in. David did not
greet her either, but limp and nerveless went directly to his
room and flung himself upon the bed.
There he lay for a few minutes in the darkness. He heard
the sounds of life rising from the many windows on the airshaft; the clatter of dishes and knives, the crying of babies,
voices lifted. in talk. He heard his mother move about; she
had evidently finished her prayers, and was coming to his
room. Some strange weakness suddenly assailed him; as
she knocked at the door, David began weeping; quietly, reasonlessly, like a lonely child.
"David'1" his mother inquired, waiting at the threshold.
There was no answer, and she called his name again.
"David!"
David answered this time.
"I'm all right, mommer,,, he said, his voice muffled by the
pillows.
"Supper'll be ready in five or ten minutes," Mrs. Brandt
said. "Better come out now and wash yourself. And
David--"
"Yes '1"
"David, darling," she whispered, opening the door a little,
"you should not do like you did to-night. You should always
go and kiss your papa the first thing when you come home.
You don't know how bad it makes him feel when you don't
do that. He cries over it, and it makes him sicker. He's
very sick now; the doctor said to-day your popper is worse
than he's ever seen him. Be good, David, and go speak to
him."
"Yes, mommer," David said wearily.
He washed at the sink, and ate the Friday night supper of
stuffed fish, noodle soup, boiled chicken and tea. His mother
chattered to him all the while, but David listened in that haze
that had come on him at the end of the factory day, and
answered her vaguely. When he had finished eating he continued sitting at the supper table, and was only aroused
when she again .suggested that he go in to see his father.
The elder Brandt was a' sad, pale, wasted little Jew who
had sJ)ent fourteen years in the sweatshops of America, and
now, at the age of forty-five, was ready to die.
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The Seven Who Were Hanged
He had entered the factories a hopeful immigrant, with
youthful, rosy cheeks that he had brought from Russia, and
a marvelous faith in the miracle of the Promised Land that
had come from there, too. The s\veatshops had soon robbed
him of that youthful bloom, however; then they had eaten
slowly, like a beast in a cave gnawing for days at a carcass,
his lungs, his stomach, his heart, all his vital organs, one
by one.
The doctor came to see him twice a week, and wondered
each time how he managed to live on. He lay in the bed,
propped up high against the pillows, a "Vorwaerts" clutched
in his weary hand.
His face, wax-yellow and transparent with disease, was
the face of a humble Jewish worker, mild and suffering, but
altogether dead now except for the two feverish eyes. He
lay exhausted and limp, his whole attitude that of a figure
noted down in the books of Death.
David's father was sucked dry, and there was only one
spark of life and youth remaining in him-incredibly enough
-his faith in the miracles of the Promised Land.

He put down the newspaper and looked up with a timid
smile as David entered the room. David came over and
kissed him, and then sat on a chair beside his father's bed.
"Well, David, boy, did you have a hard day in the shop
to-day?" the sick man began in a weak voice, fingering his
straggly beard and trying to appear cheerful.
"Yes," David answered dully.
"Are you getting on good there?" Mr. Brandt continued,
in his poor, hopeful quaver.
"Yes."
"And did you ask the boss yet about that raise he promised you two months ago 1"
"No," said David, vacantly, staring with lustreless eyes at
the floor.
Mr. Brandt looked apprehensive, as if he had made an
error in asking the question. He stroked the feather-bed
quilt under which he lay imprisoned, and stole little anxious
glances at David's brooding face, as if to implore it for the
tiniest bit of attention and pity. Another difficult question
hesitated on his lips.
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"Davie, dear," he said at last, "why don't you come in to
see your popper any more when you get home from work?"

"It's because I'm tired, I guess," David answered.
"No; it ain't that, Davidka. You know it ain't. You used
to come in regular and tell me all the news. Do you hate
your popper now, David 1"
"No; why should 11"
"I don't know. God knows I've done all I could for you;
I worked night and day for long years in the shop, thinking
only of you, of my little son. I wanted better things for you
than what you've got, but I couldn't help myself; I was
always only a workingman. Some men have luck; and they
are able to give their children college educations and such
things. But I've always been a shlemozel; but you must
try to get more out of life than I have found."
"Yes."
"David, don't hate me so; you hardly want to speak to me.
Look at me."
David turned his eyes toward his father, but he saw him
only dimly, and heard in the same dim way the feeble, high
voice uttering the familiar lamentations. In the flickering
gaslight his father seemed like some ghostly, unreal shadow
in a dream.
"David, you hate me oecause I'm sick and you have to
support me along with your mother. I know; I know! don't
think I don't see it all! But it's not my fault, is it, Davie,
and I've only been sick a year, and who knows, maybe soon
I will be able to take my place in the shop again, and earn
my own bread,as I did for so many year:s before."
"Don't, popper, for God's sake, don't talk about it!" David
spoke sharply.
"All right, I won't. All right. Excuse me."
They sat in silence, and then David moved uneasily, as if
to go. Mr. Brandt reached over and took his hand in his
own moist, trembling one, and held it there.
"Davie," he said, "Davie, dear, tell me why you didn't
come in to see me to-night. I must know."
"I was tired popper, I told you."
"But why were you tired 1"
"I had a fight in the shop."
"A fight 1 With whom 1"
"With the boss-with Mr. Neuheim."
"With the boss 1 God in heaven, are you crazy 1 Are you
going to lose your job again 1 What is wrong with you 1
You have never stuck to one job more than six months.
Can't you do like other boys, and stick to a job and make a
man of yourself 1"
"Let me alone!" David cried in sudden rage, rushing from
the room. "For God's sake, let me alone!"

III
With both elbows on the sill, and with his face in his
hands, David sat at the airshaft window again during the
next half hour. His mind whirled with formless ideas, like
the rout of autumn leaves before a wind. His head throbbed,
and again a haze had fallen upon him, a stupor painful as
that of a man with a great wound.
The airshaft was still clamorous with the hymn of life that
filled it night and day. Babies were squalling, women were
berating their children, men, were talking in rapid Yiddish,
there was rattling of plates and knives, and the shriekin&"
of a clothes line pulley like a knif~ through it all. The airidlaft was dark; and overhead, in the little patch of sky,

three stars shone down. Pungent spring odors mingled with
the smell of rubbish in the courtyard below.
David's mother moved about carefully as she took away
the supper dishes. She knew David's moods, and went on
tiptoe, and let him sit there until she had cleaned up in the
kitchen. He heard vaguely the sound of her labors, and
then she came and laid her rough hand, still red and damp
from the dish-water, on his shoulder.
"What's the matter, Davie 1" she asked, tenderly. "What
are you worrying about 1"
"Nothing."
"Why did you fight with your popper 1 You know he's
sick, and that you mustn't mind what ihesays. Why did you
do it 1"
"I don't know."
"You must be nice to him now; he feels it terribly because
he's sick, and that you have to support him. Do you worry
because you have to support us 1"
"I don't know."
"It wontt last forever, Davie boy. Something must happen
--there must come a change. God can't be so bad as all
that. Is that what worries you 1"
David's eyes grew melancholy and hi-s head sunk more
deeply between ibis cupped hands.
"Life isn't worth living; that's what's the trouble, mommer," he said. "'I feel empty and black inside, and I've got
nothing to live for."
"That's foolishness," his mother said warmly. "Everyone
lives, and most people have even more troubles than us. If
there are so many poor, we can ,be poor, too. What do you
think God put us here for anyway 1 A healthy young boy
like you saying he's got nothing to live for! It's a disgrace!"
"Mommer," David said, passionately, "can you tell me
why you live? Why do you yourself live? Give me one
good reason!"
"Me 1 Are you asking me this question?" David's mother
exclaimed, in a voice in which there was surprise mixed with
a certain delight that her usually silent boy was admitting
her on an equality to such intimacies.
She wrinkled her brow. It was the first time, probably,
in her work-bound, busy life that she had thought on such
a theme, and she put her finger on her lip in a characteristic
gesture and meditated for a minute.
"Well, Davie," she said slowly, "I will tell you why your
popper and I have gone on struggling and living. It is because we loved you, and because we wanted to see you
grow up healthy 'and strong and happy, with a family of
your own around you in your old age. That's the real
'reason."
"But supposing I don't want to grow up," Davie cried.
"Supposing you raised a failure in me-supposing I'm sick
of this world-supposing I die before I raise a family--"
"That's all foolishness. Don't talk that way."
"But supposing--"
"I won't suppose anything."
''Very well," said David. "You live for me. But teR me,
mommer, what do people who have no children live for?
What does the whole human race live for 1 Do you know?
Who knows anyone that knows 1"
Mrs. Brandt thought again. Then she dismissed the whole,
&u'bject with a wave of her hand.
"Those are just foolish questions, like a cluld's," she said.
"They remind me of the time when you were a little b()y,
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and cried for days because I would not buy you an automobile, or a lion we saw in the Central Park, or some such
thing. Why should we have to know why we live? We live
because we live, Davie dear. You will have to learn that
some day, and not from books, either. I don't know what's
the matter with those books, anyway; they make you sick,
Davie."
"No; it's life makes me sick-this dirty life!"
"You're a fool! You must stop reading books, and you
must stop sitting here every night, like an old graybeard.
You must go out more and enjoy yourself."
'''I have no friends."
"Make them! What a funny, changeable boy you are!
Two or three years ago we could never keep you at home
nights, you \vere so \vild. You did nothing but go about till
early morning with your friends-and fine friends they
were too, pool-room loafers, gamblers, pimps, all the East
Side filth. Now you read those books that settlement lady
gave you; and I don't know which is wor,se. Go out; put on
your hat and coat and go!"
"Where?"
"Anywhere! The East Side is big, and lots of things are
going on! Find them!"
"But I want to read!"
"You won't! I won't let you! I should drop dead if I let
you!"
David stared wrathfully at her for a moment, stung into
anger by her presumptuous meddling into affairs beyond her
world of illiteracy and hope. He was about to speak sharply
to her, but changed his mind with a weary ,shrug of his
shoulders. He put on his hat and coat and wandered aimlessly into the East Side night, not in obedience to his
mother, but because it was easier than to sit here under the
impending flow of her nightly exhortations.

Shop-Talk
have a Shop of Happiness,I 'LL
(Dear God, your folks are much too gray);

LIBERATOR

Reflection
little girl whose lovely eyes,
I gInthisotherthe days,
were sweet as summer skies?
Is this the girl who braided her smooth hair
And placed it round her forehead high and fair?
I !!Itare into my glMs-yes, it is she;
This tired woman who looks back at me
With paint upon her cheeks and shining tear!!!
Was that sweet little girl in other years.
Gladys Bryant.

To a Dancing Partner
(\Vho Asked Me for a Poem)
SUPPOSE that in my poem you shall find
A wave so thrilled and lifted by the wind,
By him to her 0IW11 sweeter motion moved,
And in that motion so with rapture loved,
That all the sounding round them of the sea
Became the music of their unity,
And warm light fell across them from the west,
And warm love frolJl the beating in her breast
Touched him, but clasped him not, nor gave him rest
When in your slender veins its verses sing,
'Vill you be dreaming or remembering?
Max Eastman.

April Evening

you ,would have lOVed the fragrance of tonight,
And the warm, quiet shadows on the street,
The eyen flicker of a distant light,
And the old mystery of passing feet.

Does spring come ever to you, any more,
In your small house beneath the bending grasses,
And stir you, as it used to do, before!
Or is all beauty, too, a dream that passes!
Miriam Vedder.

I'll print the notice more or les8
And post it up to-day.
Vats of laughter,
Jars of joy,
Stuffs of sheer to-get~mess,
Tear-urns bright with April tears,
Momen ts, threaded on a guess,
A case of solemn little vows,
Nods and
Sighs and
Pats and
Bows.
Odds and ends
Of sudden friends
And rows of thees and thous 1
And all the dear uncaptured bliss
That lovers dare to miss;
And all the proud importances
That crumble at a kiss.
My shop will open up in May.
Dear God, your folks are much
too gray!
Anne Herendeen.

Lydia Gibson.

liydia Gibson.
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Relief for Vienna
(Drawings by Adolph Deim)

By Frederick Kuh
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DECEMBER 1 will be remembered as the day upon which
the patience of Vienna's workers was exhausted. Their
endurance had already become a ~egend. The war left them
a helpless unit, dependent upon the hostile Catholic farmers
in Austrian provinces. The mad Allied treaties transformed
them into European coolies, receiving a pittance as wages,
while their products were sold abroad at fabulous profits.
Yet they continued their twofold occupation of working and
starving. Their organizations, the trade unions and socialdemocratic party, which had hitherto been futile, came to be
enormous, powerful combines. In a nation with six million
inhabitants, they counted one million organized laborers.
"In Austria," declared Otto Bauer at the socialist congress a fortnight ago, "the bourgeois government could not
exist for one day, if the socialists decided to overthrow it!"
But the workers, obedient to their leaders, chose the certain peril of hunger, rather than the uncertain dangers of
that decision. Viennese Labor became the exemplary son,
always trotted out as a model to unruly proletarians in foreign lands. And none was so aghast as the parents when
that son, thoroughly tired of his own "goodness," crept into
the pantry and suddenly overturned pots and pans in a frenzied hunt for food.
It all began with a strike in some outlying machine shops,
whence the laborers marched into the city to "demonstrate"
against the system that condemns them to famine in the
very sight of resplendent l~ury. News of their hungerparade spread from factory to factory; in every district,
. thousands dropped their tools and streamed toward the Ring
Strasse. By noon, the gesture of a handful of machinists
had led to a general strike. The snow-carpeted streets were
black with tattered men and women; red flags :flashed above
the crowd; on some corners, groups collected to he:;tra social-democrat argue for revision of the government's financial program or a communist plead for the Third! International. But to each argument, the throng had only one retort: "We're hungry! We're hungry!" For hours a hundred thousand throats shouted that refrain.
As the endless procession swept past the Viennese Wall
Street, the walls of the Stock Exchange mockingly echoed,
"We're hungry!"
From the midst of the r ...owd, a stone :flew against the expansive window of a banking house; the faint tinkling of
breaking ,glass was drowned by a sullen roar. More. stones
shattered more panes. Now the clatter of falling glass
rose above the voices. A few hundred men rushed into a
gilded coffee-house, which-in a moment-was halfwrecked. A coatless man with terrified eyes ran from a
shop, clasping a bundle of motley neckties and shirts.
Others had forced their way into the fashionable Hotel Bristol, and from a dozen windows there soared chairs, mattresses and tables, swiftly trampled to bits on the pavement
below. They burst open the doors of the huge Military
CaSino, where Emperors and Staff Officers gave balls until
the Republic transformed the establishment into a cabaret.
Twenty policemen stood, impassive, across the street. A

little group of pleasure-seekers, who had been relishillg
Five O'clock Tea at the Casino, tumbled from the entrance;
I saw one of them, his face scratched, trying to keep blood
from trickling to his sealskin coat,. Suddenly the great
darkened rooms above were flooded with light; the velvet
curtains were torn fl'om the windows; a stool was thrown
against the ,glass. When I looked again, the Casino's interior was a mass of debris. The twenty policemen had vanished.
By nightfall the Ring Strasse, the Kartner Strasse, the
Graben and a dozen lesser tho'roughfares were littered with
glass and splinters of furniture.
In quavering terms, but with a fairly audible wheeze of
relief, the Vienna capitalist Press on the following day announced: "Night Passes Without Incident. Order Restored.
Further Anxiety Needless."
But the aftermath of the workers' outbreak of despair was
not wholly negligible. The same papers that, a few years
ago, were glorying in the havoc wrought by His Majesty's
armies now published only interminable wails about "yesterday's outrages" and the "damages, totaling many millions." The communists' paper was suppressed for proclaiming that there might be no peace until the state confiscated foreign currency, mortgages and stocks, privately
owned. Leaders of the communist party were arrested, and
six Hungarian emigrant revolutionaries, presumably responsible for the cold and famine that had provoked the uprising, were ordered to quit Austria within three days.
But in the factories and shops, clusters of workingmen
were chatting about the spontaneous rebellion, by which
they, most of all, were taken by surprise. They had stumbled upon the discovery that they, who were ready to fight
to escape from unbearable misery, were not alone-but that

~--"--
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In Starving Vienna-Cabaret Parisien
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thousands of their comrades in other workshops felt exactly
as they did. That giant army of Labor in front of Parliament had been a magnificent spectacle. There was not one
who believed that splinters of glass could assuage his hunger. But each had suddenly realized a new power, and had
acquired fresh self-confidence.
"What couldn't we do," a metal worker said to me, "in a
crowd like that, determined and unbending, with the police
scampering away from us?"
• "Order Restored!"
Is the tried and trusted patience of Vienna's workingmen
really impregnable?
On December 1, the accumulated
despair and suffering of years broke through that wall of
stolid submission. That day, I say again, will have its niche
in history. "Further Anxiety Needless," indeedl

The Uncaging of Dehs

IT

was Christmas morning. By the President's order a
man was to be released from prison in Atlanta some time
that day and proceed to Washington-no one seemed to
know just when. But at six o'clock we newspaper men were
tipped off to go to the warden's house, where Debs was said
to be having his breakfast. We waited. An hour passed
and then Debs, in his blue denim prison raiment, was ushered out a side door of the Warden's house into a car and
shot back to prison. We then were certain the President
had not succeeded in getting his prisoner past our lines during the night. That was something, for few men have left
prison supposedly free under circumstances as mysterious as
these which attended the release of Eugene V. Debs. And,
perhaps, no handful of reporters ever faced so strange a
task as that of watching a prison so the President of the
United States couldn't sneak a prisoner up to Washington
without anybody knowing it.
Playing this curious game against Presidential secrecy,
we had to chase every car that came from the prison, overtake it, look in, satisfy ourselves Debs was not there, and
then return to our station in the road two humlred yards
from the prison. And this all morning, until eleven o'clock,
when we boarded the train that took Debs to Washington.
And this, we learned, was what happened at the prison.
One by one they came to say good-bye to Debs. One man,
a hospital patient, fainted in his arms. Sam Moore, the
life-term Negro murderer made over by Debs, wept, and
Debs kissed him and promised him he would constantly advocate his freedom. Moore has been in prison thirty years,
since he was twenty. A lawyer, also a lifer, imprisoned for
killing his wife in a fit of drunken jealousy, embraced the
man he said was the best friend he ever knew. The way
over ct:rom the hospital to the great prison building was
choked with men in blue denim, all with outstretched hands.
There were tears, and there were smiles, according to temperament. Up the corridors they blocked his way, crowded
about him, follo\ved him ,as he advanced. The warden had
suspended all rules. All, all, could come to the front.' On
every tier they rushed forward to the great ,barred windows
of the building that is as broad as a city block. From the
outside, out beyond the prison foreground! and beyond the
gates, those windows now were pictures of bars and faces,
faces, faces. Debs reached the end of the corridor by the
warden's office and the big front door. It opened. Then the

"Please Give For the Future!"
shout went up, and as Debs was going down the granite steps
it resounded through the vast place and carried out over the
free air to the ears of those away out in the road.
But it was no longer a shout. For it would not die. It
steadily increased in volume. It was twenty-three hundred
caged men crying to see the one who was loose. He walked
away out over the grass foreground where he could see them
all and they could see him. Cheers mingled with fanatical
screams, and yells of his name. For a half a minute he
stood with his hat high in air. Then his hand fell, then his
head and he wept. He walked back to the warden's automobile, and away he went with the great noise in his ears.
We all got in the train with Debs and rode with him to
Washington, and not yet do ~y of us know why it was that
the President of the United States took so great an interest
in this man, whom he does not think worthy of the rights
of citizenship.
CHARLES P. SWEENEY.

Poems

P OEMS
are made of many-colored dreams
That spring in shadowy places of the mind,
And :flow as cool and clear as mountain streams,
Until their sources are left far behind.
After the torrents of the April rain,
The streams run seaward brimming full and strong;
So after silence dreams shall rise again
And fill ,the poet and bur!.'t forth in sonK'.
Lydia Gibson.

"Please Give For the Future 1"

There is a Wood

T HEREgrassy
is a wood and a slow stream past it,
road where all the robins run;
A
Do you remember how dim it was and quiet,
How cool to lie there away from the sun?

The water ran so clear and smooth above the pebbles,
And the grass crept over the bank to see
The birds come down to drink and wet their feathers;
None ever went that way but we.
How tall the trees were-Do you remember?
How deep and far away the quiet skies
'Vhen we lay by a slow stream and looked at eaeh other
And the laughter died from our eyes.
Bernard Raymund.

The Stranger
hair goes softly, fiercely, back,
Y OURStranger,
whose name I do not know;
With pride and pain your eyes are black,
Your foreign speech is chiseled slow.

Trees In~Winter
LEAFLESS black trees standing against the sky,
Give me your strength; I do not want to die.
Teach me to sleep as you all winter through
Sleep and gather your strength for summer; you
Do not com plain; your power is never lost;
Bending your branches drowsily to the frost,
You yield to winter, certain of the hour
"llen the new spring shall wake you into flower.
Lydia Gibson.

Indifference

T HE seeds drop into the womb of time to grow,
Passionately warm with earth-devouring life,
But I have neither seed, nor wish to sow
A fruitless harvest for death's shearing knife.
So coldly, calmly, carefully, I walk,
Holding my empty heart in my still hand.
And dream no more, and sing no more, and talk
No more of things I dare not understand.
Marya Zaturensky.

Amazing thoughts you have that leap
To stir the sluggish soul in me;
AItd all last night I could not sleep;
God, wh.a.t a lover you would bel
Anne Herendeen.

Love
LOVE, like the fabled vulture,
Gnaws his appointed partNot exactly my liver,
Not entirely my heart.
The happy dead are sleeping;
Peace to king and slave;
But the gods deny me quiet;
I shall love in my grave.
Joseph Freeman.

Crowds

N°Like
wonder they who pass all day,
maskers in a masquerade,
Are always hurrying away
To where walls hold out quiet shade.
(Or else how poor were they!)
No wonder they would rest their eyes
'Vhere only sightless shadows stir,
Flinging aside their thin disguise.
(Or else how poor they were 1)
No wonder when the silence lies
Like secret pools, untouched and dark'Vhere only vagrant memory delvesAnd plunge into themselves.
They poise like swimmers clean and stark.
Hazel Ball.

Ghosts

Ghosts
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The Little Lincoln
By Claude MacKay
~~
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REFUSE to serve you anything," she cried. "I know
what you come round here for; and you shan't have it."
Three negro women sitting at the first restaurant table facing the street rose simultaneously and stared at the little
blonde woman who defied them. The youngest, a mere girl,
fat legged and full-hipped, whose mahogany-brown face possessed a striking bold, whorish beauty, leaned over in the
white woman's face and challenged her.
"You've got to serve us or we'll bust this place up. We
make no disturbance, 've got the money to pay, and we will
eat here." The white woman averted her face, but talked
back defiantly. "You won't get served here, you know what
you are, a common hussy. You go with my man through the
street as if he wasn't married and take him up to your
damned flat. You wouldn't give a hang for him if it wasn't
for his money-my money that I took to set up this restaurant and make him boss. You're not even a good one in
your line of business. You're just a common slut."
Bertha, the challenged girl, screamed and grabbed for a
water bottle. Her hvo friends noisily expostulated. The
mulatto waitress dashed round the counter; the thick-set,
black cook, pudding-faced, perspiring, his yellowing, dirty
cap cocked to one side of his head, rushed out of the kitchen.
The elevated train roared by; and at the moment a tall,
broad-chested, bronze-faced man appeared in the doorway
with packages under both arms.
"Now cut it out," he shouted, his voice dominating the
row. The white woman reached out for
his arm. And while she talked bitterly
through her tears, he half-liftingly
walked her to the rear, remonstrating
meanwhile with her. "But you can't do
that, Mary. We must serve the people
whether you like them or not. We can't
afford a lawsuit. It will only make
things hot in this here city for both
of us."
He spoke with gentle emotion. "It's
all because of you, Martin," sobbed his
wife.
"If you would leave those street women
alone, they wouldn't come in here to insult me. I get on well with everybody
else. The good ones like me. Reverend
Hall was in here a minute ago with some
nice church people. Why don't you get
in with their sort instead of--"
They passed into the pantry. Soon
after Martin came out in a white coat
and proceeded to serve the colored women
who were waiting immovably for service. The neat, black-fro eked mulatto
girl, setting silver and water for two
elevator boys eating at the counter, shot
daggers at the women from under her
heavy black, disapproving eyebrows. The
soft shadow of a smile played over Mar-

tin's amorous good-natured face. When he reached over
Bertha's shoulder to set down the cold slaw, he murmured,
"You had better layoff my wife, Bertha. She ain't bothering nobody in the world. And we've got to keep this restaurant clean for decent people."
"Y ou tell her to layoff us," spat back Bertha, but a little
humbled, a little nervous and apologetic now in Martin's
powerful presence for, like nearly all the women of the trade
in the vicinity, she liked him for reasons more than money.
Martin leaned over to her again. "Well," he drawled quietly, "layoff Mary. She's better'n all your sort, and you know
it, that's Why you molest her. If you don't cut this thing
out 1'11-'- " And he hissed something into her ear. Bertha
drew herself up angrily-then adjusted herself to eat.
It was late afternoon on Tuesday and the Little Lincoln
was quite empty. Martin sat at a table near the pantry
with a bunch of bills before him. His wife with sleeves
rolled up and a colored pinafore damped with soap suds
slipped into a seat in front of him. She was about thiityeight years old. Her coarse, brownish hair let loose curls
down about her thin neck. Her features \vere pale and sharp.
"I think it is best that we sell the restaurant out, Martin,"
she began. "If I felt you \vere getting fed up, that you really
wanted to hurt me, I would leave you. But I don't feel that
way, and you don't act that way, either. And it seems I
could stand for anything, except your being \vith those brazen
women, yet you're so good about everything else but that.

A Drawing iy Maurice Sterne
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If I didn't know, I wouldn't care. But I can't help seeing
you in the street sometimes,and the impudent hussies bring
the thing here, right under my nose. After all, I'm due
some consideration, considering that I am cut off from all
my relatives, but one brother, and all myoId friends, since I
married you. And it isn't so pleasant among your people,
either. I think instead of us splitting up over this, when we
do like each other, we could fix matters up and be like when
we were in Pennsylvania, at the club. We didn't have any
trouble then."
"Well, Mary," Martin said, calm and humble, and eager,
in her presence, to yield and please her in every way, "I
didn't like you for what you had. It was long after we got
in with each other before I knew you had saved money.
And the restaurant here was your idea, but if you want to sell
it out, it's up to you. We can take a flat in Harlem and I
will go to work. I can get a good, easy job any time-that
is, if you really want to sell out, if you think that it's better."
"Yes, I do," returned Mary, with a sad but determined
look. She knew what she wanted. She had made real sacrifices to get it. Now she would do anything to retain it.
But late that night Hay Martin stayed in the corner saloon
drinking gin with a group of his admirers, until he was
warmed up. And he told them how his wife was planning to
get him away from that section. They all jeered at his
weakness until he grew ashamed, and strong with new determination. Saloon Davis threw his belly up against the bar
to convince Martin of his unwisdom. Was he not a boss, a
proprietor, a business man who could command respect from
black and white? Could he not set his own time for work?
Had he not a good woman to help but not to boss him? Was
he so thick that he couldn't see the big difference between
that and working for a boss, however good the job might be?
It was about two o'clock when Martin reached home, stumbling three flights up the dim, gas-lit stairs. A great crash
in the sitting-room brought his wife in her night-gown from
the bedroom. The large mirror that used to be in place
over the piano was in splinters on the floor, and Martin was
stamping on the frame. His wife crosssed over to him and
shook his arm. "What's the matter, Martin? Drunk and
crazy?"
"There! If I am," he said, slapping her thrice in the face,
until she screamed in pain, and pushing her savagely away
from him.
"You can't boss me in everything," he said. "If you sell
out that there restaurant, there's going to be more trouble
than you think. There'll be trouble going and trouble coming. I'm married to you and I've got a share in it."
Dazed and bewildered, Mrs. Martin, rubbing her cheek,
answered huskily, half-choked by a fountain of tears. She
and Martin had had their troubles. She had seen him in terrible fits of tempel', but never had he ill-treated her this way
before. "But you agreed to sell out. I don't want to boss
you. You were willing to do it."
"And be laughed at by all my friends?" roared Martin.
"Quit here and go back to work? Get up at six every morning and work till six at night? You want me to be a damned
slave, to go to work every day and come home to bed with
you every night. Be damned if I'll do it. I'll be a good husband. I'll keep those tough nigger women out of here, but I
will be a man, too. Understand? Think I'm drunk? I
may be, but I know what I mean. The restaurant is going
to stay there, and we are going to run it decently for decent
people."

Woodcut by J. J. Lankes

Sea

Memory

DO you remember how we used to go
Down to the shore to watch eddying water flow
Under the grassy reeds and over the rocks?
This is a memory I shall always know.
Do you remember the silver dunes in moonlight,
The curving sea stretching out to a sandy bar?
Now, the nights are full of strange shadowsThen the evenings wore a luminous star.
You have forgotten how the water lifted,
You have forgotten the grey moods of the sea;
I will remember, though time leaves me broken,
The beauty there and the words you spoke to me.

HarC)Id Vinal.

Woodcut by J. J. Lankes
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T 'Wo Conversations
By Max

Eastman

is an adventurous intellectual curiosity in H. G.
T HERE
Wells that made it natural for him to pay a call on
The Liberator, and delightful for us to receive him. He is
probably as far off from our political attitude as anyone who
ever dropped around-"a bourgeois, boys, a bourgeois, by the
sacred whiskers of Karl Marx," as Mike Gold averred after
he was gone. Nevertheless a very rebel zest and candor of
mind twinkles in his grey eyes. They are mischievous eyes..
And I think it was as fellow mischief-makers that Wells
sought us out for a friendly evening before he went homenot as fellow socialists. He knows as well as we do the gulf
that divides the revolutionary from the Fabian socialist.
He knows the spaces between March and October. But there
is in quiet times a certain fraternity among all those who
have abandoned the mere rationalizing of primitive instinct
and traditional belief and custom, and are learning the art of
critical and creative thought. There is a fraternity of those
who know how to doubt, and like to disturb the established
inanities .. And to this fraternity of disturbance at least we
all belonged.
Having spoken of this larger fraternity, I cannot refrain
from calling attention to its Constitution and Manifesto, Bible
and Koran and Book of the Laws-"The Mind In the Making," by James Harvey Robinson. If you have some hide~~
bound and tribal-minded acquaintance who "simply cannot
,
imagine what is the matter with you since you got hold of
these radical ideas,'~ give him this gentle, wise and lucid ~
book to read. It should enable him at least to imagine the
pleasure of free inquiry-the pleasure, say, of a conversation
about revolution between The Liberator editors and H. G.
Wells.
I do not believe either Wells or The Liberator editors
learned much from that conversation. Wells conceded that
"But really, you have no classes in America!"
we were "most of us normal," and we conceded that he has
more candor and intellectual courage than most socialists
who believe the revolution must "come from' the top." He that is why the British intellectuals-even when they are
has the candor to say so. He is not trying, like so many very radical and belligerent--cannot think in terms of
who have called themselves socialists, to get on top by Marxian science. They cannot see a struggle of economic
saying the opposite thing.
classes as the dominant feature of our present civilization,
A gradual development of "the spirit of service" in those because they are too obsesssed from childhood by this residue
who possess power, is what will give us new worlds for old, from a previous civilization, the sense of social caste. Peraccording to Wells. And as for the class struggle, there are haps Wells is right in directing his antagonism against the
no classes-at least not in America.
monarchy and what it symbolizes. If he could get rid of that
"It is more proper to speak of phases," he told us. "A little ,big king, he might be able to see the industrial monman may be described as in the capitalist phase, or in the archy. He might see that essential struggle, which is not
proletarian phase, but a class is a group of people who pos- for place or privilege, but for the bread of life.
sess certain privileges, no matter what economic phase they
Fortunately we do not have to depend in the long run upon
may pass into. We have classes in England, but you have definition or dialectic to convince these intellectuals of ·the
none in America. Here anyone may become a gentleman."
importance of the class-struggle. A time will come when it
"You don't know Mike Gold," somebody murmured. And will be too obvious to deny. It will be there-wherever they
somebody else said, "That is merely a matter of definition. turn-and nothing left to them but the decision which side
We mean by the word class a group who have a common to stand on. That was the position of Gorky, of Andreyeff, of
economic interest. Let's talk about what we mean."
Feodor Chaliapin. They were not prepared. They did not
But Wells would not be led away or distracted. Class fully understand in advance. But they had to make their
means to him what it means in England to those who haven't choice, and with some bewilderment, they did.
got it. It means caste. And a real enthusiasm for the aboI talked with Chaliapin the other day, after one of his
lition of the British Monarchy and the artificial distinctions great tuneful, terrible, tragic-heroic performances as the
entailed by it was his most revolutionary expression.
mad Czar. in Boris Godunoff. He is one of the greatest singThe feudal system has refused to die in England. England ers, and surely the greatest dramatic actor, in the world.
is still socially a nation of Lords and "commons." Perhaps And it has been a deep satisfaction in the news of recent
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years that he remained true, at enormous personal cost, to
the Russian people and to the revolutionary ideal.
"I come from the masses of the people, and I belong with
them." That is what he said, when I asked him why he
stayed in Moscow and Petro grad after the confiscation of his
property and the reduction of his salary to that of a common
laborer.
"I have always been a revolutionary-all intelligent people
in Russia were revolutionary-and when the revolution carne
-well!" A gesture expressed the obviousness of his course.
r reminded him that most of the artists in Russia who
were capable of earning great sums in the capitals of Europe had fled at the first suggestion of expropriation. "They
were revolutionary, too, but they were satisfied with the
overthrow of the Czar."
"Yes," he said, "that is true. 1 couldn't quite follow the
course of events myself, for I have no technical understanding of Karl Marx, but I imagine that Kerensky would not
have been overthrown if he had been right-if he had been
expressing the will of' the masses. My interest is in my
art-that is the only thing I thoroughly understand. But I
can see the reasonableness of what the Bolsheviks have done.
As for my salary, so long as they take it away from everybody, they can take it away from me. .I am no exception. r
am one of the people."
1 asked him how he felt when the bourgeoisie disappeared
out of his audiences, and the workers took their !llaee.
"I felt happy," he said, "I felt that 1 was singing to those
whose hearts were thirsting for my song. They are more
discriminating, too-at least they are more intolerant of every
kind of charlatanism. They demand that you be simple and
sincere."
"Really, though," he added, smiling, "I never pay much
attention to the audience. I don't care who they are when I
am singing. 1 think about the music."
I could believe that, for I had heard him sing in concert
at the Hippodrome, and his childlike, or kinglike, genial freedom and unconsciousness upon the platform was as magnificent as his voice. Six feet four inches high-a gigantic,
brave, loyal, beloved prince of the people-one of the little
half dozen of great artists who have resisted the commercial
spirit of these times.
"I came on this trip," he told me, "simply because I eannot stay so long in the same place. Seven years in Russiait is too long for me-I had to move. I am a wanderer."
His gesture surrounded the universe. "I feel that I belong
everywhere."
,
Perhaps it is that deep and pure interest in the poetic
adventure of life, more than a loyalty to the masses of the
people, that enables a few artists to resist the pecuniary
blight of this age. I think it is. 1 think it was in great part
the love of life, the glory of being there, that kept Chaliapin
in Russia, and is taking him back. For he is returning a
month before his official leave expires, through sheer excitement about his plans for the four or five theatres under his
direction.
ley ou know it is hard for art to flourish," he said, "where
people are hungry for bread. There is no use denying that.
But the Bolshevik government gives infinitely more money
to art than any other Russian government ever did. It gives
UI money, and it leaves Ui free. We are free to do anytllinz
we want to-anything we want to do!"
That is the way he talks. He is very happy.

John Reed"s Book

BONI
and Llveright are bringing out a new edition fi
"Ten Days That Shook the World." The book will sell
for a dollar, and Louise Bryant (Mrs. John Reed) has provided that fifty cents of this dollar is togo toward Russian
famine relief, so that no one will draw any profits or royalties out of the book. This is what John Reed would have
desired; the John Reed who threw every bit of his splendid,
gifted nature into the Russian Revolution, and finally died
for it.
It was Madame Lenin who translated the work into Russian, and Lenin himself has contributed the following brief
introduction to the new American edition:
"With the greatest interest, and with never slackening attention, I read John Reed's book 'Ten Days That Shook the
World.' Unreservedly do I recommend it to the workers of
the world.
"Here is a book which I should like to see published in
millions of copies, and translated into all languages. It gives
a truthful and most vivid exposition of the events so significant to the comprehension of what really is the Proletarian
Revolution and the Dictatorship of the Proletariat. These
problems are widely discussed, but before one can accept or
reject these idea~ he must understand the full significance
of his decision. 'J ohn Reed's book will undoubtedly help to
clear this question, which is the fundamental problem of the
universal workers' movement."
Nikolai Lenin.

Arthur Henderson, Labor M. P.

Arthur Henderson, Labor M. P.
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Humor and the Revolution
By Floyd Dell
The Sense of Humor, By Max Easfxman. (C1u:vr~s Scribner's Sons.)

he smiles. Humor of this sort is not a sign of insensitiveness. Lincoln, you remember, was famous for his jokes.
They made it possible for a very sensitive man to stick at
HE only thing I miss in this book is a chapter on Hu- a very terrible task. There is sadness behind this humormor and the Revolution. Revolutionists, it seems to me, and at the heart of all humor is some sort of tragedy. Even
particularly need a sense of humor-and very often they when a man sits by accident on his new hat and mangles it
haven't got any. Precisely because revolution is a serious beyond recognition. Even when the waiter spills the soup
matter, we need to be able to take it-upon occasion-lightly. down the bodice of a lady in evening dress. Even in sitThe occasions on which we need to take it lightly are just ting down on a chair which is no longer there to sit on. In
those occasions when, if we take it tragically, we shall find all these things there is a defeat of what Max Eastman
it too bitter a dose. I believe that Franklin, when he signed calls, in another passage, "life's transitory arrogant selfthe revolutionary document upon which our existence as a constitution of the ends for which it shall be Jived." We
bourgeois state is founded, was reproached for his levity- assume, for instance, that soup is to be gracefully inhaled
he would insist on making jokes about the danger which, from a spoon; a very sensible, practical and pleasant asbecause they were secretly afraid of it, some of his com- sumption. But it is an assumption for the purposes of hupanions preferred to ignore. They had pledged their lives, man life only, and an assumption moreover to which the law
their fortunes and their sacred honor to uphold the cause of gravitation has never given its consent. A time comes
of independence; and they were talking about the necessity when the waiter's foot slips, and we discover how transitory
of sticking together. "Yes," said Franklin, "we must all and arrogant our assumption about soup is. For the purhang together, or we shall all hang separately!"
poses of gravitation, as distinguished from those merely
But there are (I am persuaded) worse things than being human purposes of nourishment, the soup might as well
hanged. To people who are in the habit of thinking in large take the shorter, outside route to the lady's lap-and it
social terms, what happens to a single individual comes to does. Nature finds nothing funny in this, because it finds
seem a matter of minor importance-even though that sin- nothing tragic in it. But we-"we laugh," as Byron and
gle individual may chance to be oneself. It is what happens/ Art Young say, "that we may not weep."
to the cause that counts-its successes, its failures, its blunLife is like that. Whatever our human purposes, howders. And it is most of all for the blunders of a revolution- ever practical or however ideal, they are, as Max Eastman
ary movement that one needs the solace of humor.
says, established by ourselves, and not by those matheThere is, perhaps, a veiled reference to the history of the matical forces which in their large, careless, indifferent way,
American revolutionary movement in this passage-veiled, rule the universe; and in contrast with these forces they
doubtless, so as not to give offense to the more sensitive of are transitory and arrogant. I have no enthusiasm for the
the Comrades.
law· of gravitation. I infinitely prefer a good sonnet. But
"Mahomet boasted that with faith and prayer he could if I happened to be walking along the street with Max
make a mountain get up and come to him. And when a Eastman, and in his silent thoughtful preoccupation with the
great crowd of his followers had assembled, and all his in- sestet of an unfinished sonnet he failed to notice a banana
cantations failed, he said: 'Well, if the mountain will not peeling, and stepped upon it, my human scheme of values
come to Mahomet, Mahomet will go to the mountain.'"
would suddenly be upset. And yet, such is the defensive
There is another reference in the book, equally veiled, to mechanism of the human mind, that this victory of blind,
the accidents which may befall a revolutionary movement: indifferent Nature over the humanly constituted beauty of
" ••• when a man intends to drive a tack into the carpet, thought and feeling would afford me a certain gratification.
and drives his thumb in instead. • • ." It is upon just such I would laugh.
occasions, says our author, that Nature "intended him to
Humor, then, involves the recognition of the non-validity,
smile."
except for our own special human purposes, of our most
It is, I know, hard to smile upon such occasions. It is cherished values. This recognition is possible only if we are
possible only, as this book carefully points out, if we are "not capable of the mood of play, which is precisely a mood in
too remote from the mood of play." It is true that one can- which we can take our ordinarily serious life-values lightly
not conduct or participate in a revolutionary movement, any enough to enjoy seeing them overturned for a moment.
more than one can tack down a carpet, in the mood of play. Sometimes this playful enjoyment of pain is reinforced by
In order to do either with any hope of success, one must take the gratification of certain other emotions-malicious, comthe matter very seriously indeed. But for all that, there is bative or sexual emotions, which are ordinarily repressed in
such a thing as taking these matters too seriously. What is social life. Our adult humor is; as Max Eastman points out,
required for the serious tasks of life is a flexibility of dis- largely colored by these incidental satisfactions. But humor
position which will permit us to see the humor of those dis- is, as he makes very clear, fundamentally a playful acceptappointments which would otherwise be too tragic to endure. ance of and pleasure in pain. The world, as we know, is
The joke thus perceived may be a pretty grim sort of joke; full of pain; and happily we are enabled to enjoy a good
and the smile with which it is greeted may be a very wry deal of it through the psychic mechanism of humor. But in
smile. I imagine that Lenin often smiles that w8:y-but still, order to do this we must be able to play-to take lightly the
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serious values of our lives ana rejoice unreasonably in their
very defeat.
Can revolutionists do this with their particular lifevalues? Can they play? And if not, how do they protect
themselves from the discouragement of tragic accident?
There is another psychic protection against tragic accident, as Max Eastman points out, and that is religionwhich performs a human service similar to that of humor,
by an exactly opposite mechanism. They are contrasted in
this passage:
"Humor is of all things most unlike religion. It fills a
similar function in our moral economy, relieving us of the
intolerable poignancy of our individual wills" in their perpetual clash with the vicissitudes of fortune. "But humor
does this by a simple emotional mitigation, whereas religion seems to require a great and heavy process in the
heart. Religion magnifies the seriousness of our passions,
but finds an object which is impersonal, or merely ideal, or
in some other way superior to the vicissitudes of fortune, to
which it may attach (these passions)-binding them all, or
many of them, together into one fixed habit of indefeasible
satisfaction. From this great habit the mystic derives his
fortitude. He declares that all the failures and imperfections in the bitter current of time's reality are a part of
God's eternal perfection, and so he makes himself happy to
suffer them. The humorist declares that they are funny"
and he accomplishes the same thing."
I think that these contrary habits of mind are found,
more often than Max Eastman supposes, in the same mind.
And it seems to me that the religious attitude comes to our
rescue at just the point where the humorous attitude no
longer suffices to make us endure the disappointments of
actual life. There are, so far as most of us are concerned,
disappointments too cruel to laugh at, even grimly. And
when we take refuge, as I confess I do, in the bosom of a
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theory large enough to admit of temporary defeat, we are, I
think, faIling back on the consolations of religion. We believe that the failures and imperfections in the bitter cur·
rent of time's reality are a part of the perfection of the
class-struggle, and so we make ourselves, so far as we can,
happy to suffer them. But as to minor matters, small accidents like the imperiling of The Liberator through the absconding of our old and trusted friend Mylius with the money
which was in these hard times to ensure our future for another six months, why we prefer to regard that as a pretty
good joke-just as the editor of the New York Times does.
We disapprove of the institution of private property. Mylius
expropriates our private cash. Hal hal we might as well
laugh about it, mightn't we?
And we on The Liberator are enabled to laugh about such
things because we are in the habit of CUltivating the play
attitude. For that very reason we are supposed by our less
playful brethren to be no true revolutionists. Whenever a
difference of opinion arises between us and them, we are
solemnly put in our place as mere Greenwich Villagers. It
is true that some of us live in Greenwich Village; and it is
very true that we all of us play. In Croton-on-Hudson, for
instance, where a number of us live, our week-ends are
markedly playful. Those whose idea of revolutionary purity
is deeply colored by Puritanical tradition would certainly be
shocked if they could see us-dancing, singing, laughing,
playing' charades, dressing up in ridiculous costumes, engaging in farcical debates, and generally disporting ourselves like happy children. I remember that we even managed to get a good deal of hUlIlorous satisfaction out of being on trial under the espionage act. Curiously enough, the
fact that one may spend the next twenty years in prison
only makes the preposterous character of a war-time trial
for opinions more evident. I suspect that some of us privately found consolation in the thought that Atlanta Prison
was a part of the perfection of
the class-struggle; but some people do not like to avow their
quasi-religious convictions-and I
know we all honestly thought the
proceedings very funny.
There is a tradition of fanaticism about revolutionists; and I
suspect a good many of them live
up to the tradition. I am sorry
to disappoint anyone who may
have thought of the editors of
The Liberator as sitting continually, when' off duty, in a grim
and constipated attitude like that
of Rodin's "Thinker," brooding
over the wrongs of the poor and
the injustices of the rich. No,
we don't. These emotions are too
poignant to cultivate deliberately,
too painful to feel except as they
can be expressed in action, real
or symbolic, in words or pictures
or poems, since that is all the
means we have to express them
at present. And just because we
hate capitalism, we cultivate by
a defensive instinct a play attitude which relieves us of the su-
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per:fluity . of an intolerable burden of emotion. Yes, even
Michael Gold laughs.
I have wondered at times whether we ought to feel guilty
about enjoying ourselves this way. Perhaps we ought to be
"consecrated to the cause," and "never larf and never smile,
and never joke or play." So I asked Albert Rhys Williams,
the last time he was out at Croton, about how it was in
Russia. He was in Vladivostok-as you can learn from his
magnificent new book on the Russian Revolution-at a
critical, a desperate time, and he associated intimately with
revolutionists who, if any, have the right to be called consecrated to the cause. And these men, whose tragic deaths he
describes in his book, had, even at such a time, moments in
which they gave themselves up to play. I remember that he
said he taught them to play "Simon says thumbs up"-a
silly and delightful game which can make a child out of the
soberest adult in five minutes. And I remember also that a
year or so ago he taught the serious Socialist Party legislators who were on trial at Albany an absurd and childish
game which I had taught him-the game called "Twenty
questions." I remember also that when H. G. Wells spent
an evening with The Liberator gang recently, a considerable
part of the conversation was devoted to the subject of these
absurd and joyous games, in which Mr. Wells proudly confesses himself an adept. I realize that I may have imperiled my argument by bringing in Mr. Wells,who is, as
regards the True Faith of Karl Marx, a stubborn heretic,
without the saving fact of having, like that other great
Utopian, Plato, lived before the gospel of economic determinism was announced. .I was shocked and pained to find that
Mr. Wells did not believe we had "classes" in this country.
But for the sake of "This Misery of Boots," and many an-
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other earlier, if not later, book, I admit him to revolutionary
fellowship. Which I think is very gracious of me!
But I am straying from my theme, which is Max Eastman's book on "The Sense of Humor." I have taken his
thesis, and applied it as best I might, to the only sort of
humor not specifically covered in this book. But I would not
like anyone to think that his treatment of the subject is
exactly like mine here. He unites a genuine scientific spirit
with a playful and humorous tone in a manner unparalleled,
save remotely, as by Veblen, in serious literature. I happen
to have read the chief modem contributions to the philosophic and scientific investigation of humor, so far as they are.
accessible in English, and Max Eastman's theory seems to
me not merely the best, but the only satisfactory theory of
humor. I leave its details for the reader to discover in the
book, hoping that I have done no great injustice to it by
my rough application of 'it here. The thing about the book
even more remarkable Uian its truth-for some humorless
German professor might, after all, have excogitated such a
truth-is its humor. Nothing, as a rule, is more devastatingly solemn than a book about humor. This one. is deliciously
funny.
I am reminded of Nietzsche's adjuration to Science:
"Learn to dance!" And I suspect that if Science can dance,
Revolution can, tOQ. After all, wasn't there a saying that
when people danced in the street something serious was
about to happen, and in the red lexicon of Revolution isn't
there something about a silly, childish dancing tune called
"The Carmanogle"?

BOOKS
The Medicine Man of Pasadena
The Book of Life, By Upton Sinclair.

(Macmillan).

THE book of life is ~ book of sermons on mind and body,

ranging all the way from philosophic considerations of
the nature of life, the use of reason, and the problem of
immortality to practical considerations of how to prevent
indigestion, obesity, and baldness. There are discussions of
evolution, psycho-analysis, and laxatives; spiritualism,
monism, Maeterlinck, and malaria; relativity, Roosevelt, and
rupture; Mozart and milk diets, Jesus and germs; Dante,
dandruff, scurvy, Shakespeare, and syphilis; all approached
in a pragmatic spirit, and every chapter sprinkled with socialist propaganda.
This is a large order, and one could make merry over the
apparent incongruities; but the incongruities of the book are
the incongruities of life; and by accepting all of life in a
broad spirit the author has been fairly successful in establishing, if not a harmony, at least a correlation.
The sheer ambition of the book would have something absurd about it if it were not for Upton Sinclair's humility.
And Upton Sinclair is not only an humble but an honest
man, and a devoted apostle of knowledge. He belongs to
the family of encyclopaedists. He is related to Diderot and
d'Alembert not only as a popular teacher, but even more as
a believer in the power of the human mind to control human
idestiny.
\
Like them, he believes in reason, in knowledge, and in
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progress. If he perceives that reason has its limitations,
that the number of things to be known is infinite and all
knowledge tentative, and that the shape of the line of
progress is not straight but full of twistings and deviations,
it is because he is living in the twentieth century instead of
the eighteenth; and if his scientific approach to life is soaked
in sentimentalities, it is because -he is Anglo-Saxon instead of
French. Practical races are almost always sentimental.
However, the fact remains that The Book of Life with its
positive belief in man and its positive love of life stands out
in luminous relief against the negations and dissolutions of
. contemporary bourgeois thinking. In itself it develops no
new ideas. It is frankly a popular presentation of certain
current discoveries, experiments, and notions.
The professional intellectual will find it a primer. But to
the worker seeking contact with current science and philosophy, the book will prove an invaluable summary; especially
as it is written from a socialist viewpoint, and in a style
that :flows with the ease and simplicity of a friend's conversation.
. JOSEPH FREEMAN.

My Dea;r Wells: Being a Series of Letters Addre9Sed by
Henry Arthur Jones to Mr. H. G. Wells Upon Bolshevism, Collectivism, Internationalism, and the Distribution of
Wealth. (E. P. Dutton & Co.)
•
idlers, unfortunate copyreaders, and zealous
B ORED
psycho-pathologists who followed all of the letters recently indited by Henry Arthur Jones in the New York
Times, must have wondered why that eminent English drama
maker should have picked on H. G. Wells as a medium for
attacking "bolshevism, collectivism, internationalism and the
distribution of wealth," when the world is so rich in scientific communist writers from Marx to Lenin. The publication of these letters in book form makes it possible to read
them consecutively, and thus to find the answer to the riddle.
It is a simple answer: Henry Arthur Jones knows something
about H. G. Wells and nothing whatsoever about "bolshevism, internationalism and the distribution of wealth."
Does Mr. Jones' opinion of Mr. Wells interest anybody?
I'm not sure that it does; and I'm not even sure that the
book, which its publisher calls "a searching analysis," could
in a moment of the most exaggerated courtesy be called an
opinion. It is overloaded with personal, malicious, and hysterical attacks. on Wells not so much because the novelist
leans toward Moscow, as because some London morning
journal recently wrote that "Wells today is thinking for
half Europe." These words seem to rankle in the breast of
H. A. Jones. He remembers them as fiercely as if they
were a personal insult to himself. He quotes them in letter
after letter with the pathetic and delirious insistence of a
complex. And if anything hurts him more than these words,
it could only be the fact that Wells once proposed an international constitution for Mid-Mrica; 'a fact which our author
repeats with an insistence equally pathetic and delirious.
Now if it were true that Wells "thinks for half Europe,"
and if Jones' verbiage were really "a searching anpJysis" of
this thinking, the book might have !!lome interel't-perhaps
even some value. But Wells' absurd loquacity and impatient
emotional generalizations-especially during the war-have
long ago discredit2d him with revolutionary workers and
thinkers; while Jones' only equipment for discussing communism is a vague distorted memory of stories in the reactionary press. The total effect of Jones ·attacking Wells is
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grotesque. It is a man of hay knocking down a man of
straw. From such a battle of Tweedledum and Tweedledee
the desperate proletariat has nothing to learn; and surely
there isn't an intelligent bourgeois alive who, as a matter of
dollars and cents, is not better informed on the Russian situation than Jones.
The most that anybody could hope to get out of "My Dear
Wells' is amusement. It isn't difficult to poke fun at a
prophet so unfortunate in his predictions as the author of
the "Outline." Allan Upward has done it very charmingly
in his autobiography, which I hope will ~ome to America
soon. It isn't even hard~for an exceedingly clever manto poke fun at the Soviet Government. Communists have a
sense of humor, and many of them have laughed at the burleiques of Arkady Averchenko lin the Petrograd ':Satirikon."
J ones must have realized these facts keenly, SInce all the
letters are written in a vein which the publisher's blurb
characterizes as "good-humored ridicule." Alas! poor Jones.
His humor falls even flatter than his analysis. Only his
most solemn declamations excite laughter.
JOSEPH FREEMAN.
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Tales of Mean Street•• by Arthur Monl.on: Bonl and Llveright.
Men, Women and Boat., by itephen Crane; Doni and Llverlght.
What'. What In the Labor Ilo~. .
A. Dictionary of Labor
AJfalu; B. W. Huebsch.
Modern Russian Poetry. Translated by Babette Deutsch and
Avrahm Yarmolinsky; Harcourt, Brace and Co.
Enter Jerry, by Edwin Meade Robinson; Macmillan.
.
The Gay-Cat, by Patrick and Terrence Casey. The H. K. Fly Ce.
Marooned In Moscow, by Marguerite Harrison; Doran.
The Bolshevik Theory, by B. W. Postgate; Dodd, Mead and Ce.
Language, by Edward Sapir; Harcourt, Brace and Co.
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Sale Closes March 30
World's Best Books
The priceless treasure of the world's greatest literature is offered
to you at a price so trifling you'll never miss it. The close of our
last sale brought such a deluge of requests for a repetition that we
virtually are forced to announce another great sale. This Sale will
end-promptly and positively-at 12 o'clock, March 30. By mailing
your order before midnight of March 30, you can get any of the
famous books listed below for only 10 cents each. After March 30.
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the regularly advertised price of 25 cents a copy will prevail. Enormous production has made the ten-cent price possible for introductory purposes. It will not be practicable to continue the rate permanently, however. Get your order in before March 30. Seize an
opportunity that may never be repeated. Order' as few or as many
of these Appeal Library volumes as you please. Specify the books
by numbers. For instance, if you want "Carmen," write down "21."
We handle all book orders by numbers to speed up deliveries.

Take Your Pick at Only tOe a Book
Order by NUMBERS only - not by Titles-because we handle all our book orders by numbers
1 Rubalyat of Omar
Khayyam.
2 Oscar Wilde's Ballad of
Readine Jail
3 Eighteen Little EssaYI.
Voltaire
6 De Manpassant's 8tories
7 A Liberal Education.
ThoUla~ Huxley
8 Lady Windermere's
Fan. Oscar Wilde
10 Shelley. FranCis
Thompson
12 Poe's Tales
13 Is I:'rt'e Will a Fact 01'
FaUacy'l Debate
14 What Every GIrl Should
Know. Mrs. Sanger
15 Balzac's Stories
17 On Walking. Thoreau
18 Idle Thoug'lts of an
Idle Fellow. Jerome
19 Nietzsche: Who He Was
and What He Stood For
20 Let's Laugh. Nasby
21 Carmen. Merimee
24 The Kiss and Other
Stories. A.. Chekhoy
25 Rhyming Dictionary
26 On Going to Church.
Bernard Shaw
27 Last Days of a Condemned Man. Hugo
28 Tolt'ration. Toltalre
29 Dreams. Schreiner
80 What Life Means te
Me. Jack London.
31 Pelleas and Mellsande.
Maeterllnck
82 Poe's Poems
83 Brann: Smasher of
Shams
84 Case for Birth Control
35 Maxims of La Bochefoucauld
86 Soul of Man Under 80clallsm. Oscar Wilde
37 Dream of John nall.
William Morris
88 Dr. Jekyll and· Mr.
Hyde. Steven!!on
S9 Did Jesus EYer Live?
Debate
40 House and the Brain.
Bulwer Lytton
'2 From Monkey to Man
" Aesop's Fables
Tolstoi'& Stories
'6 Salome. Oscar Wilde
48 Bacon's Es!!ays
49 Three Lecture!! on Evolutlon. Haeckel
60 Common Sense. Tho!!.
Paine
61 Bruno: Hi!! Life and
Martyrdom
52 Voltaire. Tlctor Hugo
54 Importance of Being'
Earnest. Oscar Wilde
56 Wisdom of Ingersoll
67 Bip Tan Winkle
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58 Boccaccio's Stories
59 Epigrams of Wit
60 Emerson's Essays on
Love
61 Tolstol's Essays
62 Schopenhauer's Essays
65 Meditations of Marcus
Aurelius
,
68 Shakespeare s Sonnets.
~~ ~::!,~s !;sai:Olution.
Anthology
72 Color of Life. E.
Haldeman-Julius
73 Whitman's Poems
7<1 On Threshold of Sex
75 The Choice of Books.
Carlyle
76 The Prince of Peace.
Bryan
78 How to Be an Orator.
John P. Alta-eld
79 Enoch Arden
80 Pillars of Society
Ibsen
81 Care of the Baby
82 Common Faults In
Writing EngIlsh
83 l\larriaa-e: Its Past,
Present and Future.
Besant
8<1 Love Letters of a
Portuguese Nun
85 The Attack on the
l\Iill. Emile ZoIa.
86 On Reading.
George
Brandes
87 Love: An Essay.
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88 Vindication of Thos.
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101 Thoughts of Pascal
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Voltaire
1M Battle of Waterloo.
Hugo
105 Seven T hat We r e
Hanged. Andreyev
106 Thoughts and AphorIsm. Geo. Sand
107 How to
Strengthen
Mind and Memory
108 How to Develop a
Healthy Mind

109 How to D"velop a
Stronl:' Will
110 How to Develop a
l\Iagic Personality
III How to Attract Friends
112 How to Be a Leader
of Others "
113 Proverbs of England
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116 Proverbs of China
117 Proverbs of Italy
118 Proverbs of Russia
119
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121
123
125

Proverbs of Ireland
Proverbs of Spain
Proverbs of Arabia.
Vegetarianism. Debate
War Speeehes of
Woodrow \Vilson
126 History of Rome. A.
F. Giles
127 What Expectant Mothers Should Know
129 Rome or Reason. De-

bate. Ingersoll and
Manning
130 Controversy on Christianity. Debate.
Ingersoll and Gladstone
131 Redemption. Tolstoi
132 Foundation of Beligion
133 Princi,ples of Electricity
135 Socialism for Millionaires. G. B. Shaw
136 Child Training
137 Home Nursing
138 Studies in Pessimism.
Schopenhauer
142 Bismarck and the German Empire
143 Pope Leo's Encyclical
on Socialism
144 Was Poe Immoral?
Sarah H. Whitman
145 Great Ghost Stories
141 Cromwell and His
Times
148 Strength of the StrOng.
London
151 l\Ian Who Would Be
King. Kipling
154 Epigrams of Ibsen
155 Maxims. Napoleon
156 Andersen's Fairy
Tales
157 l\Iar'x vs. Toistol
158 Allce In Wonderland
159 Lincoln and tbe Working Class
160 Ingersoll's Lecture on
Shakespeare
161 Country of the BUnd.
H. G. Wells
162 Karl Marx and the
American Civil War
163 Sex Life In Greeee and
Rome

16<1 Michael Aneelo's
Sonnets
165 Discovery of the Future. H. G. Wells
166 English as
She Is
Spoke. Mark Twain
167 Rules of Health.
Plutarch
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169 Church Property Be
Taxed? Debate
171 Has Life Any MeanIng? Debate
172 Evolution of Love.
ElLA. Key
173 Visions of SIr Launfal.
Lowell
174 Free Speech Trial of
Wm. Penn
175 Science of History.
Froude
176 Foul' Essays.
Have1 k Elli
77 SocbJ t' s
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omen.
John Stuart Mill
178 One of Cleopatra's
Nights. Gautier
179 Constitution of League
of Nations
180 Epierams of Bernard
Shaw
183 Realism In Art and
Literature. Darrow
18<1 Primitive Beliefs.
H. M. Tichenor
185 History of Printing.
Disraeli
185 How I Wrote "The
Raven." Poe
187 Whistler's HUmor
188 How Voltaire Fooled
Priest and King.
Darrow
189 Eugenics. Havelock
Ellis
190 Psycho-Analysis The Key to Human
Behavior. Fielding
191 Evolution vs. Belia-Ion.
Balmforth
192 Book of Synonyms.
195 How to Keep Well
196 The Marquise.
George Sand
198 Majesty of Justice.
Anatole France
200 Ignorant Philosopher.
Voltaire
201 Satan and the Saints.
H. M. Tichenor
202 Survival of the Flttest.
H. M. Tichenor
203 Rights of Women.
Havelock Ellis
204 Sun Worship and Latel' Beliefs. H.M.
Tichenor
205 Artemus Ward, His
Book

206 Debate on Capitalism
vs. Socialism. Seli&,man and Nearing201 Olympian Gods.
H.
M. Tichenor
208 Debate on Birth Control. Mrs. Sanger and
Winter Russell
210 The Stoic Philosophy.
Prof. Gilbert Murray
211 ~db O~tGod In~ture.
0
uart
212 Life and Character.
Goethe
213 Lecture on Lincoln.
Robt. G. Ingersoll
214 Speeches of Lincoln
215 The Miraculous Revena-e. Bernard Shaw
216 Wit of Heinrioh Heine.
Geo. Eliot
218 Four Essays. Jean
Jaures
219 The Human Trqedy.
Anatole France
220 Essays on the New
Testament. Boben
Blatchford
221 Women, and Four Oth81' Essay». Maurice
Maeterllnck
222 The Vampire and Other Poems. RudYard
Kipllne
223 Essays on Swinburne.
Sir Arthur QuillerCouch
224 God: The Known and
Unknown. Samuel
Butler
226 ProfeSsor Bernhardl:
A Play. Arthur
Schnitzler
227 Keats, the Man, His
Work and His Friends
228 Aphorisms of Thomas
Huxley
229 Diderot. Havelock
Ellis
230 The Fleece of Gold.
Theophile Gautier
231 Eight
Hum 0 I' 0 U s
S k etc h e s • Samuel
Clemens (Mark Twain)
232 The Three Strangel'S.
Thos. Hardy
233 Thoughts on Llterature and Art. Goethe
234 l\lcNeal-Sinclair.
Debate on Socialism
235 Five Essays. Gilbert
K. Chesterton
236 The State and Heart
Affairs of Kine Henry
VIII
231 Poems In Prose.
Baudelaire
238 Reflection on Modern
Science. Huxley
239 Twenty-six Men and a
Girl, and Other Tales.
Maxim Gorky

Entire Library-239 Volumes Worth $59.75-0nly $16.90 until March 30
These books are recognized masterpieces. Many of them, purchased in the ordinary way In expensive bindings, would cost $1 to $3 each. Think
of getting an entire library for the usual price of a dozen books! But your order must be mailed not later than Mar. 3Q. 239 vols. for $16.90.

Sale Ends March 30

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW

We have plenty of books On hand at present, but some numbers
may be exhausted before the sale ends. To be safe, send your order
at once, enclosing draft, money order or cash under registry. It
personal check is sent, add 10e for exehang~. We guarantee the
books. If you don't Uke them, we'll refund your money. All books
clearly printed on good paper, 64 to 160 pages each. Pocket size;

Sale Ends March 30

bound in heavy cover paper. More than 6,000,000 of these books
have been sold, indicating the popularity of the library. Get your
selections before this ten-cent price is withdrawn. Remember the
sale closes at midnight March 80. If your order is postmarked later
than that hour, we reserve the right to flll at 25c per book or return
it. Take "no chances-send it NOW. We prepay postage on cash
orders. Carriage charges collect on C. O. ,D. orders.,
'

E. H. JUUUS. President, Appeal Publishing Company, 1100 Appeal Building, Girard, Kansas

When They "Educated"
the Little· Girl from Brazil
HREE years before, they brought her to America to be taught Christianity.
T Her
mother's doubts and fears were quieted with promises of education, kindness and protection. She was to be a guiding light for her people. The little child
was to return to Brazil a grand lady.
But-after three years of kitchen sla ve'ry, after three years of blows and reproofs, her appointed guardians threw her out into the street branded as a Magdalene. They called her a woman of shame. But Brann, the Iconoclast, called it "the
most colossal crime of the age!"
~r-
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Brann,

BRANN, the Iconoclast·
It was for such a brave defense of the weak
that Brann, the Iconoclast, was loved and adored
by a host of good men and women. They gloried
in his brave fight against wrong. They read every
glittering word of his messages - hundreds of
them on every topic under the sun - and all with
the same weird power that brought such swift destruction as this one article.
Brann hated every rotten thing that ate at the
heart of Virtue. And he hated with his whole being, hurling himself into the fight, no matter what
the odds. Words, cold words were his weapons.
Under his strange power they leaped to life, stinging like scorpions, slashing like rapiers, biting like
adders, destroying with the havoc of a cyclone.
The world stood aghast at his fiery crusade. With
the fury of an avenging angel he hurled himself
upon every fake and fraud of Christendom. With
a boldness that outraged convention, struck terror
to the hearts of the timid, blasted the lives of the
guilty, he revealed the shame of the great and
mighty, the rich, the titled, the powerful.

The Strangest Figure in Journalism
Never before had the world known such a genius
like Brann. The world will never see his like
again. He flashed across the sky like a blood-red
comet. He was here-and then he was gone forever! But, at his untimely death, a sacrifice to
Truth and Right, he left to a wondering world
the mightiest heritage of man.

In his brief and tumultuous life he had written hundreds of articles and stories
that astounded and startled
wi th their strange wizardry.
He had given a new unknown power to words. He
had shown what a mighty
engine of destruction cold
print could be when wielded
by a master hand.

Complete Works
Sent on Trial

the Iconoclast

:A. Few of Brann's
Masterpieces
Satan Loosed for a Season
The ~Iouth of Hell
A Disgrace to Civilization
Some Cheerful Liars
From the Gods to the Gutter
Balaam's Ass
The lVoman Thou Gavest
Me
Driven to the Devil
The Seven Vials of Wrath
Adam and Eve
The Professional Reformer
Her Beautiful Eyes
Fake Journalism
The Social Swim
The Law of Love
Glory of the New Garter
Coining Blood Into Boodle
H onting for a Husband
The Old l\Iaid's Auction

Now you may have Brann's complete works in a beautiful twelve-volume set. Read them five days free. If at
the end of that time you decide you do not want to keep
the books, return them and the trial will not cost you a
cent. If you keep the set, as doubtless you will, pay for
it on the amazingly easy terms shown.
Here are 3,800 pages of the strangest, most vivid literature ever written. You will find rare beauty, stark passion, flashing poetry, amazing thrills on every page. You
will be carried away on the magic of Brann's words. You
will laugh and weep. You will be thrilled with ecstasy, or
plunged into the deepest abyss of despair. Your emotions
will be torn and twisted. You will feel the calm of peace
and quiet.
Never will you know the pulsating, living, tumultuous
power of words until you read Brann. Your library will
never be complete until you have his works on your shelves.
A real treat is in store for you. Take advantage of the free
examination offer. Send no money. Mail the coupon now.

THE BRANN PUBLISHERS, Inc.
Dept. 102

130 East 25th Street

New York Cit,.
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paid. I will either return the books in 5 days after I receive
them, or will send $1.00 after 5 days and· $2.00 .a month for 13
months. 10 per cent. discount if cash in full is sent with coupon.

Xame .............................................................•
Addrf'ss .......................................................... ,.
City ................................... State .................... .
\ Occupation ........................................................ .
': Reference .............. ................................... L-2-22
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THREE years before, they broug-ht her to America to be taught Christianity.
Her mother's doubts and fears were quieted with promises of education, kindness and protection. She was to be a guiding light for her people. The little child
was to return to Brazil a grand lady.
But-after three years of kitchen sla ve'ry, after three year's of blows and reproofs, her appointed guardians threw her out into the street branded as a Mag-dalene. They called her a woman of shame. But Brann, the Iconoclast, called it "the
most colossal crime of the age!"
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BRANN, the Iconoclast
It was for such a brave defense of the weak
that Brann, the Iconoclast, was loved and adored
by a host of good men and women. They gloried
in his brave fight against wrong. They read every
glittering word of his messages - hundreds of
them on every topic under the sun - and all with
the same weird power that brought such swift destruction as this one article.
Brann hated every rotten thing that ate at the
heart of Virtue. And he hated with his whole being, hurling himself into the fight, no matter what
the odds. Words, cold words were his weapons.
Under his strange power they leaped to life, stinging like scorpions, slashing like rapiers, biting like
adders, destroying with the havoc of a cyclone.
The world stood aghast at his fiery crusade. With
the fury of an avenging angel he hurled himself
upon every fake and fraud of Christendom. With
a boldness that outraged convention, struck terror
to the hearts of the timid, blasted the lives of the
guilty, he revealed the shame of the gl'eat and
mighty, the rich, the titled, the powerful.

The Strangest Figure in Journalism
Never before had the world known such a genius
like Brann. The wor ld will never see his like
again. He flashed across the sky like a blood-red
comet. He was here--and then he was gone forever! But, at his untimely death, a sacrifice to
Truth and Right, he left to a wondering world
the mightiest heritage of man.

In his brief and tumultuous life he had written hundreds of articles and stories
that astounded and startled
with theirstrange wizardry.
He had given a new unknown power to words. He
had shown what a mighty
engine of destruction cold
print could be when wielded
by a master hand.
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the end of that time you -decide you do not want to keep
the books, return them and the trial will not cost you a
cent. If you keep the set, as doubtless you will, pay for
it on the amazingly easy terms shown.
H ere are 3,800 pages of the strangest, most vivid literature ever written. You will find rare beauty, stark passi on, flashing poetry, amazing thrills on every page. You
will be carried away on the magic of Brann's words. You
will laugh and weep. You wHl be thrilled with ecstasy, or
plunged into the deepest abyss of despair. Your emotions
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